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Abstract

',/This guide identifies and presents information on environmental pa:L.m-
eters that can affect ASW operartons in the shallow water areas off the east
coast of Canada. The first part of the guide is an assessment of the state of
knowledge on each of the parameters covered. The impact of the parameters
on ASW operations is assessed and the resolution and coverage required for
each parameter is defined. Existing data sets are then examined, evaluated
and deficiencies noted. Areas where future efforts in data collection should

be placed can thus be identified. The second part contains the actual envi-

ownmn-tal information for a broad range of parameters covering the following
categories: bottom features, climatology, oceanography, biological activity.

economic activity and acoustics. The information is presented in a summary
format such that areal distributions and temporal variability can be readily
accessed by non-specialist users. AlU parts of this guide should provide the

user with a better knowledge of the environmental particulars of the area and

permit a better use of ASW assets.

Finally, the potential of Geographic Information Systems (GISs) for the

storage, retrieval and display of this environmental data is investigated. A
simple PC based GIS application was developed and is presented. //
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This environmental guide identifies and presents information on oceanic

parameters which affect ASW systems. The information must be as complete

as possible in order to be useful for planning purposes, yet it cannot, with-

out becoming cumbersome to use, contain all the detailed data necessary for

acoustic performance prediction in a specific situation. Thus, information is

presented in a summary format such that their areal distribution and temporal

variability can be readily accessed and extracted by non-specialist planners.

The present guide limits itself to the continental shelf area off the cast coast of

Canada from the CANLANT western boundary (66°W) to the Strait of Belle

IsL, including the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Two basic groups of information are presented. The first group consists

of general environmental aspects which provide a climatological and oceano-

graphic perspective of the area of interest. These provide users who are not

already familiar with the area with a good description of the basic features.

The second group consists of specific ASW considerations and includes data of

a more direct application to ASW operations. AU portions of this guide taken

L-



together should help mission planners to take better advantage of the specific

conditions fornd in the area of interest, and to adjust tactics accordingly.

The information presented in this guide has been obtained from various

civilian, government, and military organizations. Some could be readily used,

others had to be adapted into a more usable format. The guide also identifies

areas where taLe data are incomplete or non-existent; it therefore identifies

where future data acquisition programs should concentrate to aid ASW.

The environmental parameters considered cover the following categories:

e Bottom features

• Climatology

o Oceanography

* Biological activity

* Economic activity

e Acoustics

The information on these parameters has been regrouped into two

parts:

* Part I: - contains an assessment of the state of knowledge on each of the

parameters covered. It should be consulted whenever a question arises

regarding the source or exact nature of the data. The information is

generally organized as follows:

- description of the parameter

- its impact on ASW

- its variability (spatial and/or temporal)

2



- the resolution requied for ASW

- existing data set:

* sources cf data (agencies, data sets)

* technique or methodology used to collect the data

* resolution and accuracy of the data

* coverage provided.

* Part II: - contains the actual environmental information for each of -he

parameters. The information is presented as follows:

- description by region

- significant anomalies and special features

- data products (presentation)

The last element of this proiect consists of an investigation of the potential

of Geographic Information Systems (GISs) for the storage. retrieval and dis-

play of the information presented in this study. GIS are characterized by their

ability to link map elements to databases which contain descriptive attributes

and to perform "spatial analysis" ie., the exploration of the relationships be-

tween these attributes. These systems are becoming increasingly popular in

the oceanographic and satellite remote-sensing communities, and other scien-

tific fields where the demand for spatially oriented databases is important. A

simple PC based GIS application was developed and is presented.

3
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Chapter 2

Bottom Features

Bottom characteristics such as bathymetry and surficial geology, are crit-

ical parameters whcn dealing with the problem of shallow water ASW, due to

the increased importance of bottom interaction with sound propagation. A

good knowledge of these bottom parameters is an essential prerequisite when

attempting to predict the performance of ASW sensors or weapon systems.

Since a greater portion of the acoustic energy interacts with the bottom

than in deep waters, it is generally accepted that the acoustic properties of the

seafloor (geo.coustics) must be included in any model used to predict sound

propagation in shallow water. Such a model, to be complete thus requires:

water mass data, detailed bathymetry, profiles of the sea subfloor, as well as

true thicknesses and properties of the sediment and rock layers in the sea floor.

A description of the first few metres may be sufficient for higher frequencies,

whereas lower frequencies usually require a description of the entire sediment

column [Hamilton, 1980O. At very low frequencies (<20 Hz), the seabed and

sub-bottom must be considered an integral part of the propagation medium.

At these frequencies, not only compressional waves, but other propagation

4
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mechanisms such as shear waves and interface waves in the sedimezut can play

a significant role in the sound propagatian.

2.1 Bathymetry

The water depth is ovviously one of the critical parameters that must be

considered by a submarine operating in shallow water. For units engaged in

ASW, the bathymetry is also very important since it affects the performance

of many sensors and weapons systems.

2.1.1 Impact on ASW

The bathymetry impacts on ASW operations in several ways. In shal-

low areas, submarine manoeuvres are restricted and hence, large nuclear sub-

marines tend to avoid these areas altogether. Bottom features such as canyons,

can be used effectively for tactical purposes. The use of systems such as a

towed array or a variable depth sonar (VDS) is impeded, and the guidance

system of some weapons designed mostly for open ocean use, do not perform

well in the presence of strong bottom reflections. Non-acoustic systems, such

as magnetic anomaly detectors (MAD) are also affected. MAD performance

is degraded due to the increased noise level in areas of sharp relief features [B.

Nelson, DREP, informal communication].

Acoustic sensors are affected in several ,vays. The proximity of the bottom

to the murface results in a chanitel that acts as a bandpass filter for low fre-

quencies. This low frequency cut-off corresponds to the frequency of the first

mode in normal mode theory. The wavelength of this first mode is given by



§

A=4H

where A• is the cut-off wavelength and H is the water depth [Urick. 1982).
When the bottom is not completely "hard", the relation becomes

4H

where c 1/cj is the velocity ratio in the water to that in the bottom [Urick.

1982]

Note that at very low frequencies (VLF)(below 10 Hz), particularly below

the cut-off frequency, the acoustic energy may still propagate as interface waves

or Scholte waves as seen in Figure 2.1. Interface waves are a combination of

compressional and shear waves travelling on the in:erface between a solid and a

liquid. These waves are characterized by amplitudes that decay exponentially

away from the interface. At VLF, both wat-rborne sources and wind-wave

action at the surface can lead to the excitation of Scholte waves and hence

to the propagation of acoustic energy, including ambient noise, in the sea bed

and in the water column, even at frequencies below the acoustic waveguide

cut-off [A.i, 1990].

Utick [1982] also found that better transmission occurs in the dirfttion of

constant water depth than either upslope or downslope. In addition to the

waveiiade cut-off problem, the upslope poor transmission is also the result of

an increasing number of bottom encounters, while in the downslope direction.

the poor transmission is likely due to the effect of downward refraction which

carries sound energy away from the near-surface receivers.

61
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Figure 2.1: Mea~sured propagation loss versus frequency over a thick bank
of sand (filled square), and theoretical propagation !oss tising two different
models. Increased energy below 4 Hzr is probably associated with interface
waves. (From Hughes et al., 1990)

At frequencies above a few kilohertz, the bottom relief as represented by

its roughness, plays a major role in the amount of reflection. Reflection from

very rough bottoms tends to b-! less than from smooth bottoms [Brekhovskikh

and Lysanov, 19821.

2.1.2 Variability

The eastern continent shelf is a la~rge area that can be divided into subareas

with very dissimilar topographic features, ranging from the smooth expanses of

the Grand Banns (depth '- 6') m )to the rugged topography of the Northeas~t

Scotian Shelf area, or the steep slopes and deep section of the LAUYxentian

Channel (depth - 600 mn).

7
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2.1.3 Resolution Required

The resolution of the bathymetic data required for ASW operations must

display any topographic features that could be tactically exploited by a sub-

marine. It must also provide adequate input for acoustic prediction models.

A depth resolution of 10 m is deemed sufficient for s. planning document.

2.1.4 Data Set

Data source

Bathymetry for this guide is taken from the following charts of the Cana-

hian Hydrographic Service (CHS) of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans:

"* Map 801-A Bay of Fundy to Gulf of St. Lawrence (Bathymetry);

"* Map 802-A Newfoundland Shelf (Bathymetry);

* Map NM 19B Chicoutimi (Lower St. Lawrence Estuary);

"* Map NM 21B Strait of Belle-Isle.

These 1:1,000,000 charts provide bathymetric information with a depth

zesolution of 10 m.

Most of the area has been su•rveyed within the past thirty ve;,rs [CHS,

Status of Surveys Cbart, 1989] using electronic echo sounders. The sounding

lines were run, as nearly us possible, at right angle to the bathymetric contours.

A systematic pattern of check lines, was also run at right angles to the principal

sounding lines over the entire survey area. Cross-depth discrepancies between

check lines and regular sounding lines are not greater than 0.5 m in depths up

to 30 m and not greater than 1.6% of the dept. in depths over 30 m f'7HS,

19901.

8
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Line spacing varies from 50 m in harbours and channels, to several kilome-

tres in offshore locations. Since the bottom is relatively smooth where large

spacing is used, it is unlikely that any feature of a scale that could affect ASW

operations has been missed.

Data quality

The major sources of error associated with bathymetric surveys are:

* uncertainty in the chart datum and the tidal data used to reduce the

sounding io chart datum (vertical control),

* uncertainty in vessel position (horizontal control).

"* inaccuracy in the echo sounder and sounding trace,

* inaccuracy in sound speed.

The first two are the most important. The quantity and quality of bathy-

metric data vary mostly as a function of the distance to shore. In general,

surveys near the shore are done according to a tighter grid and the position

accuracy is better. The data are collected to meet the requirements to produce

large scalk char;, (1:50,000 or larger). The accuracy or amount of details pre-

sented must be reduced by ten fold to be included on the smaller scale charts

(1:1,000,000) used in this guide, [Warden, 1991, personal communication].

Data collected farther offshore are subject to errors issociated with larger

grid spacing and lesser position accuracy, particularly for the data collected

before the advent of modern navigation systems such as LORAN-C and the

Global Positioning System (GPS).

9
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Digita data sources

"* CHS is in the process of converting its database into digital format

(CARIS). Digital bathymetric data should therefore be available from

CHS in the near future.

"* The National Geophysical Data Centre (NGDC) has produced ETOP05,

DBDB5 and DBDBC (Classified) [NGDC, 198,5 and 1886). These are

global topographic databases which contain 12 data points per degree of

latitude and longitude.

"* Oceanroutes Canada Inc. [Traves and Deveau, 19891 has developed an

acoustic prediction database for the Defense Research Establishment At-

lantic (DREA) based on ETOP05 for the present area of interest.

2.2 Sediment Types

With the exception of a few small rock outcrops, the continental shelf

bottom is covered by one or several layers of unconsolidated sediment which

form a generally thin blanket over the bedrock. TI -se sediments can have a

ver strong impact on the propagation of sound in shallow water.

2.2.1 Impact on ASW

An mentioned before, at frequencies above a few kilohertz, the bottom relief

plays a domanmat role in the sound interaction with the bottom. At lower Ere-

quenietn however, the sediment parameters are the determinant factors which

control the sound resiection, refactic'n and attenuation [Brekhovskilkh and

10



Lysanov, 19821.

Reflectivity. The physical properties of density and sound velocity in the

sediment determine bottom reflectivity. These properties define the charac-

teriotic impedance of the sediment, and the impedance mismatch between the

two layers (seawater and sediments) determines the amount of energy which is

reflected when sound passes from one medium to the other. These properties

vary for different sediment types, and as a result, different bottom bounce

behaviour resulting from the reflection, refraction or absorption due to the

sediment, can be expected in areas with different bottom type.

Attenuation. According to Hamilton (1980], the attenuation (dB m-') of

compressional waves in most saturated sediments is proportional to the fre-

quency (from < 10 Hz to at least 1 MHz). There is also a dependence on

sediment type with the proportionality constant for the attenuation about an

order of magnitude greater for sand (large grain size) than for silty clay (small

gramn size), for frequencies between 10 kHz and 1 MHz. Attenuation reaches

a peak at porosity of 50% to 55% (usually found in very fine to silty sand)

and drops to low values for porosity above 70% (clayey silt, clay). Expressed

in terms of grain size, attenuation reaches a maximum for sediments in the

range of 0.03 to 0.10 mm. The dependence of attenuation on depth is not well

known. It appears that for small grain sediment like silty clay, attenuation

initially increases with depth for the fint few hundred metres before decreas.

ing asymptotically to low values, whereas in sand, the attenuation is highest

at the seafloor and then decreases most rapidly in the first hundred metres of

11
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sediment. Attenuation of shear waves is less understood, but there seems to

be a dependence on the first power of the frequency [Hamilton, 1980).

Scattering. Sediment type can give an indication of the backscattering prop-

erties of the bottom. For sound whose acoustic wavelength is of the same order

as the sediment size, scattering should significantly degrade sonar performance.

In the case of ASW sonaus using frequencies between I to 10 kHz, sediments

such as Scotian Shelf drift which contains boulder size fragments could be an

important cause of sound scattering. It appears however that the roughness of

the sea bottom is the dominant characteristic for tackscattering [Urick, 19831.

The bottom roughness associated with a given sediment ty-pe is therefore a

better indication of the backscattering strength.

2.2.2 Variability

The variability of the sediments is high over most of the area: it is related

to the rugged topography, the various geomorphologic mechanisms that were

involved since the last glacial age in the deposition of these materials, and the

action of currents which causes a further winnowing of the deposits.

2.2.3 Resolution Required

The sediment type is a basic input of a geoacoustic model. Ideally, the

following information on each sediment and rock layer should be available

IHamilton, 1980]:

"* Sediment and rock types at the seafloor and underlying layers,

"* True thickness and shape of layers, "a well " the location of significant
reflectors,

12
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* Compressional wave (sound) velocity,

* Shear wave velocity,

e Attenuation of sound,

* Attenuation of shear wave,

* Density.

If that information were availaL!e, it would constitute a huge amount o(f

data more suited for inclusion in a tactical computerized database than in the

present guide. This guide therefore identifies only the uppermost sediments.

The spatial resolution in a planning drcument should permit the identifi-

cation of regions with relatively homogeneous sediments of 500 km2 or more.

In areas where the variability of the sediment type is very high, the sediments

should be regrouped into a different category expressing that variability in

order to avoid chart clutter.

2.2.4 Data Set

Data source

The information on sediment types is contained in a series of surficial

geology charts produced jointly by the Geological Survey of Canada and the

Canadian Hydrosraphic Service. These 1:300,000 charts provide a detailed

representation of the surficial geology for most of the area of interest.

The maps are the following:

"* Map 4040G - Halifax-Sable Island (Surficial Geology);

"* Map 4039G - Yarmouth-Browns Bank (Surficial Geology),

13
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"* Map 4041G - Banquerean and Misaine Bank (Surficial Geology);

"* Map 4011G - Eastern Gulf of Maine and Bay of Fundy (Surficial Geol-

ogy);

"* Map 4013G - Canso Bank and Adjacent Areas (Surficial Geology);

"• Map 4015G - Laurentian Channel and the Western Grand Banks of New.

foundland (Su-ficial Geology);

Methodology used

Echograms collected during geological and bathymetric surveys are used

to determine the type of sediments present. They enable the t.-aang of for-

mations, the recognition of the stratigraphic relations of these surficial for-

mations and the measurement of the thickness of the layer where the sound

energy is able to penetrate the sediment. The acoustic information from the

echosounder (14.25 kHz) is then verified using bottom sampling. This method

provides much better coverage than would be obtained though sampling only,

and yields a map with a high degree of detail [King, 1970]. The continuous

acoustical profile along the survey path yields more complete information than

discrete sampling stations oaly.

Data quality

The accuracy of the map is a function of the spacing between tracks and

tV uality of tLe interpretation of the echosounder profiles. The frequency

of bottom sampling stations was judged by the teams involved in the profile

interpretation to be adequate to ensure a good control. Track spacing varies

14



greatly between areas. Neur the coast of Nova Scot.a to 60*W (inner and cen-

tral shelf), the survey tracks were generally spaced at one half mile intervals

along a north-south aais or along an axis perpendicular to the major morpho-

logical trend [King, 1970; Drapeau and King, 19721. Elsewhere, the survey

tracks were usually spaced at two mile, intervals, with the exception of some

parts of Banquereau Bank and other selected patches, where the spacing was

one mile [MacLean and King, 1971]. Over the southern part of the Laurentiaz.

Channel and most of St. Pierre Bank a ten mile grid was used and for the

northeast portion of the Scotian Shelf and the Browns Bank area a five mile

grid was used [Fader et al., 19821.

The accuracy of the results is judged acceptable for the present needs. A

track spacing of one half mile t, two miles is likely to reveal any significant

features at the scale of interest. Larger spacing was used when the knowledge

obtained from surveys in adjacent areas of similar geomorphology indicated

that a reduction in sampling density would be appropriate.

Data coverage

The Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Scotian Shelf, and the western part of the

Grand Banks are covered. Data are missing for the remainder of the Grand

Banks and the east coast of Newfoundland with the exception of the Hibernia

area where oil exploration is taking place (Fig 2.2).

15
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Figure 2.2. Area covered by surficial geology surveys.

2.3 Sediment Thickness

The sediment thickness considered is that of the unconsolidated sediments

only. The reported thickness usually includes several layers of distinct sedi-

meats which are often difficult to differentiate.

2.3.1 Impact on ASW

The sediment thickness is an important parameter for low frequency prop.

agation in the deep ocean. For these frequencies, the sound speed profile within

thc sediment layer may be considered to be an extension of the speed profile

in the water mass. The sound speed inceases with depth of sediment. This

incease in speed, combined with sufficient sediment thickness, can provide

a bottom refraction path which returns energy transmitted into the bottom

back into the water column. In the deep ocean, where sediment thickness often

16
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Figure 2.3: Sound attenuation over a thin layer of sediment overlying hard
rock shown by the high propagation loss measured at 25 Hz. The theoretical
data show that average models cannot account for this loss. (From Hughes et
a&., 1990)

exceeds 200 m, convergence mode propagation through the sediment layer is

even possible. In the area under investigation however, the thickness of the

sediments seldom exceeds 90 in and is usually in the order of 30 in. Therefore

convergence zone propagation into the sediments is not possible.

Large patches with only a few metres of sediments are also common.

Hughes et al. (1990] have measured very high propagation loss over a wide

band of low frequencies (10 to 100 Hz) in shallow water areas with partially

exposed hard rock seabeds, or hard rock seabed covered only with a thin layer

of sediment, as shown on Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.4: Sediment thickness distribution over a rough underlying bedrock-
Misaine Bank area. (From CHS Chart No. 4041G)

2.3.2 Variability

The variability of sediment thickness is high due to the numerous geo-

morphological processes that have contributed to the formation of the layers,

combined with the high topographic variability As a result, the variability

tends to be higher where the topography is rugged and lower where the bot-

tom is flat. It is particularly high in areas such as the northeast portion of the

Scotian Shelf where the underlying bedrock surface is very irregular (Fig 2.4).

2.3.3 Resolution Required

In order to be able to correctly predict propagation paths of low frequency
I

sound, we would require not only the knowledge of the sediment thickness at

all locations, but also the knowledge of the different sediment layers present,

18



their respective thicknesses, the shape of the layers, as well a; the location

of significant reflectors (which may vary with sound frequency). This type of

data is not available at the present time. At best, we have some estimates of

the total depth of the unconsolidated sediments.

2.3.4 Data Set

The source document for sediment thickness on the eastern Canadian

continental shelf is a report produced by King et al. [1985j,

Procedure used

The thickness data were obtained from seismic reflection data analysis.

This analysis was supplemt ..- ed, in the case of the Scotian Shelf by a qualita-

t've assessment derived from information on the surficial geology maps listed

in Section 2.2.4. An affinity between the sedimevt thickness and the sediment

type indicated on these maps allows this type of assessment [King et al., 1985].

Over most of the area, the amount of deima is limited, track spaciag is wide and

the grid is irregular. The highest resolution was obtained using a grid spacing

of 30 km.

Data coverage

Data on sediment thickness are available for the Scotian Shelf and the

Grand Banks (Fig. 2.5). There are no data for the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Contonr drawing was not possible over most of the Grand Banks due to the

lack of surficial geology compilation that would have supported a qualitative
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Figure 2.5: Sediment thickness survey coverage.

assessmcut of the sediment thickness based on the sediment type (as done

for the Scotian Shelf area), and due to the extent of thin to highly variable

sediment cover (as opposed to continuous large thickness). For the most part,

only qualitative designation of sediment thickness was given for this area [King

et al, 1985).

Digital data

A dig tal database was developed under a DREA contract by Oceauroutes

Canada Inc. (Traves and Deveau, 19891 based on the study by King et al,

[1985J.
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2.4 Physiographic Provinces

PhysiograpLic provinces represent areas of similar topographic, structural

and morphological characteristics that are likely to show a similar acoustic

response.

2.4.1 Impact on ASW

Given the properties of sound propagation in shallow water, thes.e provinces

relate to areas of different acoustic response to sound interacting with the ocean

bottom. The rate of transition between different physiographic zones must also

be considered; for iustance, where province boundaries reflect abrupt changes

from high to low relief, changes in acoustic response will also be abrupt.

2.4.2 Variability

Since these provinces are determined from two other highly variahl, pa-

rameters (topography and surficial geology), the variability found in the acous-

tic response within some of these provinces is very high. Areas like the Grand

Baak and the Magdalen Shallows with relatively smooth bottoms should be rel-

atively homogeneous in their response, whereas Misaine Bank, with its rou&h

bottom and irregular sediment stratigraphy has a highly variable bottom re-

spouse.

2.4.3 Resolution Required

The resolution chosen is very low. The aim is to provide a simplified pic-

ture of the area by identifying subregions as broadly as possible, and bound-
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aries where drastic changes can be expected. The main characteristic of some

of the provint -ts is their inherent high variability over small distances and lack

of constant ieatures.

&.4.4 Data Set

The physiographic prt,,inces are determined using the bathymetry in Sec-

tion 2.1, and the surficial geology characteristics (Section 2.2 and 2.3) for the

area under study.

2.5 False Targets

There are two main categories of features likely to produce ' f..ase target

on active sonar and MAD:

a Geological feature-- - Bottom features such as a rock outcrop can be

perceived as a taiget by sonar or MAD systems and must therefore be

identified.

* Wrecks: - Wrtcks, particularly metal wrecks, can also be perceived as

targets on active sonaz and MAD,

2.5.1 Impact on ASW

Disruption of operations, and wast? of effort are the obvious result.

2.5.2 Variability

There is a high degree of vasiabiLty between the various false targets

depending upon their size and composition, as well as the type of sensr used

22
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and its mode of operation. In addition, the target strength of these features

will be sr.bject to variability due to the target aspf.ct.

2.5.3 Resolution Required

The position of these features must be recorded as accurately as possible

(- 200 m) when they are discovered or when a shipwreck occurs. In addition.

the aspect characterist, . Ishould be noted.

2.5.4 Data Set

Data source

See the classified appendix to this document.

2.6 Magnetic Anomaly

The earth's magnetic field varies temporally as well as spatially. These

anomalies in the field can be perceived as noise on some detection systems.

Two types of environmental noise are involved: those induced by ionospheric

anomalies, and those caused by geological anomalies.

Ionospheric anomalies are related to solar activity. Solar storms send

charged particles into space that modify the natural field. In peak years of the

12 yeaw solar storm cycle, there are intense magnetic storms about 15 percent

of the time. In quiet years, intense storm activity occurs only three percent

of the time [Stefanick, 1987]. The large spatial and temporal scale of vari-

ability of ionospheric disturbances prevents its inclusion in this guide. The

magnitude of their effect can be predicted from the "alpha index" issued by
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Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center (FNOC) in Monterey as part of their

standard environmental tactical packages; the indexes usually cover a period

of three days.

The geological perturbations due the magnetic characteristics of the bedrock

on the other hand, do not change with time (at the scale considered here) and

should therefore be included in a planning document.

2.6.1 Impact on ASW

As an airborne magnetometer is moved through perturbations in the

earth's magnetic field, the spatial fluctuations of the magnetic field results

in a time dependent signal. Large steel masses such as a submarine cause

such perturbations. There are, however, other sources of perturbations such

"as geological noise and micropulsation activity caused by an increase in cos-

mic particles (sunspot or aurora) and ionospheric currents that will increase

the false alarm rate. The MAD system's bandpass filters are designed to ad-

mit a baud of frequencies that includes the submarine signal while excluding

the usually low frequencies generated by anomalies in the natural magnetic

background a a result of geologic features. However, when the frequency

componenats of the magnetic environment approximate those of the subma-

rine signature, the target detection becomes difficult. The position of geologic

features with such properties should therefore be identified.

2.6.2 Variability

Generally, continental shelves have low magnetization and are, therefore

quiet (Nelson, informal communication]. Experience has shown however that
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noise induced by geological features can be quite significant in some areas.

In addition, areas with strong topographic features such as steep slopes are

known to cause disturbances in the MAD signal.

2.6.3 Resolution Required

Submarine-like targets cause spatial perturbations of the order of 1 k•.

The spectral content of the signal depends on the speed of the aircraf'.; for a

fixed wing aircraft (CP-140), it tends to be in the .01 - 0.5 Hz band, and for

a helicopter (Sea King) .005 - 0.25 Hz. The data are usually filtered from 0.1

- 0.8 Hz to remove as much noise as possible.

In order to be able to recognize that type of signature, we need data points

with a spacing of appror.imately 200 m.

2.6.4 Data Set

Data sources

There are two sources of data available: marine magnetic measurements

and aeromagnetic data sets. The data gathered up to 1975, have been analyzed

and compiled by Haworth and Maclntyre (1975] in a Marine Science Paper from

the Geological Survey of Canada (Paper 75-9). More recently, Verhoef and

Macnab [19871 have compiled all the data to produce an updated 1: 5,000.0U0

chart covering the entire continental margin of eastern Canada.
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Technique used

The marine data were collected during bathymetric surveys, and as such

the line spacing was 2 km or less in shallow areas of the continental shelf.

The rate of sampling was ten times a minute, and t:: "-verage value and the

mean position was recorded for each minute [Verhoef and McNab, 19871. The

aeromagnetic data were collected using vaxious flight line spacings: 1 km in

some areas near shore, 2 or 4 km over most of the shelf, and 6 km over the

continental slope.

The first step used to produce their map was to convert the data into a

regular grid of data points. This produced the immediate disadvantage that

along track details with wa-,clengths shorter than the mean track spacing were

lost. Contours were then drawn within the grid squares. The overall filter-

ing efect of the griding routine was the attenuation of the short wavelength

anomalies that may yield false contacts or increase the noise.

Resolution

The required resolution (- 200 m) is met along the survey lines, but not

across the lines. The results obtained can thus be very incomplete and even

misleading.

There is doubt as to the usefulness of these charts for ASW purposes.

A more accurate approach would be to acquire the original survoy data and

apply a MAD filter simulator algorithm to it. The cost in time and money

required to do this is beyond the resources of this project. The product that

could be obtained, although better, would still be incomplete and mrisleading
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Figure 2.6: Magnetic anomaly survey coverage (Hatched areas are not covered
hy the existing data set).

since it would only identify areas of perturbation along the survey uines; strong

gradients in the field along different axes would be missed.

Data coverage

The existing data cover most of the shallow water area of the east coast

with the exception of a gap south of Anticosti Island and an area within a

distance of approximately 25 km around the French islands of St. Pierre and

Miquelon (Fig. 2.6).
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Chapter 3

Climatology

.amatological factors can have a strong impact on the feasibility and

snccess of operations at sea. Bad weather can result in a sever -' '-radation

in the performance level of most sensor and weapon systems, axi- ...at of the

personnel operating them which makes the conduct of operations difficult, or

nearly impossible. The purpose of the climatological data included in this

guide is to assist planners by providing an overview of the weather conditions

that they could expect in the region of the Canadian east coast at the time of

the year that they are to conduct operations.

3.1 Canadian East Coast Climatology

The weather patterns at mid-latitude locations show a marked annual

cycle. In the winter, a sharp contrast between the airmass over the continent

and that over tOe Gulf Stream gives rise to a strong frontal zone just offshore

along the east coast of the United States (U.S.). It is along this frontal zone

that most winter storms which affect the area un%-r study, develop. Typically,

these developing lows track northeast &cross the Scu.tian Shelf and the Grand
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Figure 3.1: Storm tracks over the east coast of Canada in a) January, and b)
July. Solid line arrows indicate tracks along which the maximum concentration
of individual storm centre paths has occured. Dotted lines are secondary tracks
refdecting a moderate concentration of storm paths. (From Meserve, 1974)

Banks (Fig. 3.1). The approach of these storms brings strong winds and heavy

rain and snow. Following the passage of the systems, outbreaks of cold air

develop in the strong northwesterly flow. Further snow can be expected as

the cold air mass becomes unstable over open water. A second common storm

track carries systems in from a more westerly direction. On average, the

spacing between these winter storms is 'hree to six days.

The frequency and intensity of these low pressure systems decrease with the

onset of spring when & southerly flow gradually develops and advects warm,

moist air from the Gulf Stream northward over the Scotian Shelf and the Grand

Banks. Since the surface water is still cold, the moist airmass cools when it

comes in contact with the sea surface and extensive regions of thick fog and

low stratus cloud are formed, particularly over the Grand Banks. These fog
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banks can persist for days or even weeks until the flow changes to bring in

cooler, drier air.

During the summer months, low pressure systems are at a minimum in

frequency and strength. By late summer, the occasional passage of tropical

storms and hurricanes in the area is the dominant feature. These systems are

formed over the warm waters of the tropics. However, storms that turn away

from the U.S. east coast before making landfall can track nottbeastward and

cross the Grand Banks (Fig. 3.2). As they leave the warmer water and are thus

cut off from their energy source, these tropical storms weaken rapidly. However

they can still contain some very strong winds and heavy conv-ective rains when

they reach the Canadian east coast. These storms are infrequent, with perhaps

one or two crossing the Grand Banks each season. As fall progresses, the low

pressure system activity starts to increase again.

3.1.1 Marine Climatology Data Sets

The process of collecting good quality weather data in adequate spatial

and temporal detail, over the vast expanses of the ocean is not a trivial matter.

The most commonly used data sets in marine climatology are the following:

9 Observations from ships: This data set consists of observations taken at

relatively consistent intervals as ships make their passage. It is based on

a compilation of marine meteorological observations obtained from ship

logs and weather report forms, automatic buoys, and teletype reports.

The data set extends back to the mid 1800s. From the 1800s to 1979, it

contains observations from all the cooperating nations and from a wide
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Figure 3.2: Preferred tracks and mean frequency of tropical storms and hurri-
canes per 5* square during the period of 11-20 September from 1899 to 1971.
(After Crutcher and Quayle, 1974)

range of vessels. Since 1980, it has been updated only with observations

from Canadian cooperating ships and dniling units.

* Shore station data (e.g., Sable Island and Grindstone): This consists of

high quality observations made by well trained observers. Their weakness

arise~s from the difficulty to extrapolate this "land-based" information to

offshore areas [Swail. 19851.

* Weather ships: This data set is often considered the best source of marine

data .Aue to the high quality of the data collected. Unfortunately, none

of these ships has been located in the study area.

* Drilling Rig~s: Observations from dril~ling rigs are generally of good qual-

ity. The spatial and temporal coverage they provide is however very
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limited. These observatiens are included in the ships database.

S tellites- The remote sensing of weather data using satellites is a tech-

nique that has enormous potential, but is still in development, and con-

tributes only for a small portion of the long term database. It offers the

advantage of providing a synoptic coverage of large areas [Pickard and

Emery, 1982).

e THflst Modelso This method is limited to parameters such as wind

and will be described further in the appropriate section.

The transient ships or ships-of-opportunity data set has been used for the

analysis of most of the parameters that describe the Canadian east coast cli-

mate in this document.

Quality and coverage

The ships' observations are the most important source of data. They also

cover the longest period, more than 100 years in the case of some parameters.

The main deficiency of this type of data is that it is not consistent spatially

or temporally since most observations are taken near major ports or along

main shipping routes. In addition, ships understandably tend to avoid bad

weather which results in a "fair weather" bias in their observations. The

iustrumeatation used, its precision and location on the ship, as well a the

observer's qualifications vary from ship to ship [ Mortsch et al., 19851.
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Figure 3.3: Noise spectra with wind speed as a parameter from measurements
taken at coastal locations. (After Urick, 1983)

3.2 Wind

The wind is an important environmental parameter. It generates waves

and currents, influences the wind'hill and the occurrence of freezing spray, and

thus has a strong impact on the effectiveness of crew and equipment during

operations. Strong winds may prevent helicopter operations at sea, create

dangerous conditions for people on decks and hamper rescue operations.

3.2.1 Impact on ASW

The wind blowing over the sea can produce many dramatic effects in

terms of acoustic transmission. Piggott [19651 showed the dependence of the

ambient .oise level on wind speed at all frequencies between 10 and 3000 Hz

(Figure 3.3). He found an increase in the noise level of 7.2 dB each time the

wind speed doubled. There also is an increase in the attenuation of underwater

sipals which can be very large. Weston and Ching [1988) reportel transmis-

sion losses in the shallow water of the North Sea in excess of 40 dB (at 4.4 kHz)

in the presence of high winds. The mechanisms responsible for this increased
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attenuation are assumed to be:

* Reflection and scattering of sound by the rough sea surface caused by

wind.

* Absorption and scattering of sound by entrained gas bubbles

* Breaking up of fish schools.

3.2.2 Variability

Based on the general climate description given earlier. a high variability

can be expected at the seasonal scale, and at the synoptic storm scale (three

to six days). Important spatial variations can alsn be expected, in particular

between offshore and inshore areas. At smaller scales, the wind can vary

substantially over a height of only a hundred metres and a distance of a few

kilometres. At these scales, there are wind gusts ot various duration, strength

and frequency.

3.2.3 Resolution Required

The data must reveal the dominant seasonal wind pattern and its degree of

variability. Given the high variability of the climatology for this area, averaged

monthly or at least bi-monthly information is required.

3.2.4 Data Set

The data seta used to determine the wind field are held by the Canadian

Climate Centre of the Atmospheric Environment Service and are as follows:

Ship-of-opportunity: The ships' data set (described in Section 3.1.1) Las been

used to compute the mean wind spe~d and direction, and the frequency of
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storms and gales.

Geostrophic wind climatology (GWC): This data set is used to determine ex-

treme wind speed "und duration statistics. The data set is a 33 year hindcast of

wind speed and direction using a long time series of surface pressure synoptic

maps. From these maps, a gridded pressure data set is calculated from which

the geostrophic winds axe obtained.

Data Quality

Ship-of-opportunity data: Some inherent weaknesses of the ships' data set

are described in Section 3.1.1. There are also some specific problems asso-

ciated with the wind data collection. The wind data are obtained either by

estimation from the sea state using the Beaufort Scale or by measurements

using an anemometer. The accuracy of the former method depends on the

experience of the observer, whereas tor the later, it deperds on the type of

instrument, its precision, and its location on the ship. Furthermore, the data

set is inadequ ze for extreme value analysis and duration statistics since it is a

collection of individual observations taken irregula-ly at a variety of locations

which represent a finite area rather than a point. Time series analysis requires

a long continuous record of data from one location [Swail, 19851. Nevertheless,

studies show that on average, the dat., from ships do represent the wind field

reasoably well (Quay!e, 19741.

G The accuracy of the results of the hindcast moddl is dependent

upon the quality of the Fressure data used. It is therefore likely to be rather

variable, since the number of pressure ohser a'ions from ships are highly van-
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able in time and space. The results may be less reliable away from shipping

lanes, in mid-oce.in areas, and more accurate near higher quality data sources

buch as oil rigs.

Based on some comparisons with weather ship data, the geostrophic wind

appears nevertheless, to be a good first approximation to the true surface wind.

It is also suitaLle for statistical analysis such as persistence and extreme value

analysis, thus complementing the ships' data set. f
3.3 Flying Weather

Aircraft are used extensively in ASW operations. Bad weather can severely

restrict their use, particularly at low levels. Weather conditions iffecting low

level flying (cloud ceiling and visibility) have been summarized .nd catego.

rized into three types commonly used in aviation: Visual Flight Rule (VFR),

Instrument Flight Rule (IFR). and below IFR.

3.3.1 Variability

On a seasonal basis, we can expect the variability in flying conditions

during winter to be related to the passage of the low pressure systems which

cause large fluctuation! in cloud cover type and precipitation In spring and

the beginning of summer, the poor visibility associated with the formation

of fog banks is responsible for an increase in the occurrence of below IFR

conditions. The visibility and cloud cover are usually uniform over large areas

when the weather is good. However, the visibility may vary substantially over

small areas when there is precipitation, and the reported visibility conditions
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may not persist for long periods.

3.3.2 Resolution Required

Representative seasonal conditions should be described.

3.3.3 Data Set

The ship-of.opportunity data set is used. Flying weather depends on

ceiling height, type and amount of cloud cover, and visibility, Visibility has

been estimated from ships since 1860 whereas thoud cover characteristics have

been recorded since 1939. Cloud cover can be either estimated or measured.

Data quality

The data set is subject to the sources of error and bias generally associated

with ship-of-opportunity observations (Section 3.1.1). Since the parameters

used (ceiling and visibility) are usually estimated instead of measured, the

experience of the observers is a critical factor in the accuracy of the data

collected.

3.4 Visibility

In addition to its importance in determining the prevalent flying condi-

tions, visibility is obviously an important factor for the safe navigation of a

ship, in particular during covert tactical operations when the use of other nav-

igation systems (e.g., P.adar) is denied. The visual detection or identification

of targets is still an important tactical tool even in this age of 'high-tech"

sensors.
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3.4.1 Variability

As described in Section 3.3

3.4.2 Resolution Required

Some representative seasonal conditions should be described.

3.4.3 Data Set

Same as in Section 3.3

3.5 Air Temperature

The air temperature determines the operating conditions for personnel

working outside, and may impose restrictions on the use of some pieces of

equipment. Vertical profiles of air temperature are also required to identify

areas where anomalous electromaguetic pcopagation (e.g.. radar ductiug) couOd

occur.

3.5.1 Variability

nese mid-latitude regions ate subject to large surface temperature fluc-

tuations over the year with the extremes ranging from -30r C in winter to

30"C in summer. At smaller time scales, temperature is not normally subject

to large variations in a given area, except near the shore or near a front.

3.5.2 Resolution Required

The representative seasonal conditions should be described.
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3.5.3 Data Set

Surface air temperature measurements from ships have been recorded since

1855. Data sets on vertical temperature gradients over the ocean are virtually

non-existent [ Swa"l, personal communication).

Data quality

Air temperature measurements should be made with a thermometer which

is properly shielded from direct solar radiation. The location of the thermome-

ter used for measurements on ships is therefore a major source of error in air

temperature measurements

3.6 Precipitation

The amount and type of precipitation contribute to low visibility condi-

tions. In cold weather, precipitation may result in hazardous icing conditions.

3.6.1 Impact on ASW

Precipitation, in particular failing rain. increases the ambient noise levels.

The increase depends on the rate of rainfall and on the area over which the rain

is falling. Heavy rain can be so loud that it dominates the wind noise. Table

3.1 gives some estimates of noise caused by moderate and heavy precipitation.

3.6.2 Variability

The frequency of precipitation is higher during winter since synoptic

storms are more frequent. Depending upon the season, the predominance
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Rain Fmpencyj (Hz)
Int=eritY 40-100 00-200 200-500 500-1000 1000-2000 2000-5000

Moderate 60 65 65 65 70 65
Heavy 70 75 75 75 75 70

Table 3.1: Estimates of ambient noise due to rain for moderate and heavy rain
conditions. Values are in dB re 1 uPa2 in I Hz band. (Source: Crick, 1975)

of the form of precipitation (drizzle, rain. ice pellets, snow or hail) will vary.

Spatially, there will also be large variations in the amount of precipitation in

showers.

3.6.3 Resolution Required

Representative seasonal conditions should be described.

3.6.4 Data Set

The ship-of-opportunity data set is used. The observations are mostly

visual estimates, categorized as light, moderate or heavy precipitation.

Data quality

The available informatiou provides only a qualitative description of the

precipitation characteristics. It includes an overview of the frequency of differ-

et types of precipitation, but no information on the amount of pretipitation

involved. This is nevertheless sufficient for most of the present needs.
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3.7 Sea Ice

The presence of sea ice is controlled by the climate in a region. in return,

the sea ice cover once in place, has a strong impact on the local and regional

climate. A sea ice cover constitutes a sensible heat and moisture barrier be-

tween the atmosphere and the ocean since its high albedo effectively reflects

most of the incoming solar radiation and it acts as a thermal reservoir that

delays the seasonal temperature cycle. Additionally. salt is forced out of the

sea ice when it freezes and hence the water salinity will be affected as well as

the vertical stability of the water column.

3.7.1 Impact on ASW

Sea ice is a very important limiting factor for ASW operations. It negates

the use of most ASW ships since few are designed to navigate in ice; the

effectiveness of ASW aircraft is drastically reduced, and the presence of ice

cover restricts submarine manoeuvres as well.

The presence of ice can have a strong impact on ambient noise levels since

it results in different mechanisms for ambient noise generation. Measurements

made by Payne 11964] in the Magdalen Shallows shows that the ambient noise

can be as much as 20 dB less under a continuous ice sheet. When there is ice

movement however, noise levels will be as high as in open water. The noisiest

sectcr is the zone between continuous pack ice and ice free watcrs. In this zone

the noise can be up to 10 dB higher than for ice free water (Crick, 19831.

MacPherson (1964] noted that smooth young ice will have a relatively small

e4fect on the propagation, whereas old ridged ice will result in much higher
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Figue 34: ttesuaioncoefficients measured at a) a location north of Prince
Edward Island, b) under open water conditions (January), c) under young
smooth ice, and d) under old ridged ice conditions. The use of two curves in
b) and c) is explained in Section 3.7.1. (From Macpherson, 1964)

propagation losses. Figure 3.4 shows the attenuation coefficients measured

in open water and under different ice conditions. (The double values at low

sured at different ranges from the hydrophont.. At short ranges, higher order

modes predominate whicb cause large values in the attenuation coefficients

whereas beyond 30 am, only the firct mode is important which results in the

lower values.)
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3.7.2 Variability

The extent of sea ice (away from land) is determined by a balance between

atmospheric and oceanographic factors. Depending upon these factors, sea ice

cover can vary considerably from year to year at a given location. Although

the variations for given areas can be quite large, they te-d to compensate each

other during a particular period. As a result, the total area of sea ice cover

over the hemisphere does not change significantly from yeas to year [Agnew,

19901.

3.7.3 Data Set

Ice data were obtained from the Ice Centre of Environment Canada. Ice

information gathered from observations is used to produce weekly charts de-

picting the ice cover off the coast of eastern Canada. Such charts covering 25

years of records from the season 1962/1963 through 1986/1987 were used. Ice

edges observed at the same date (or on the chart dated most closely to the

selected date) over the 25 years were analyzed to produce maximum, minimum

and median ice limits. The median ice limit refers to the line along which ice

has been reported 50 % of the time during the 25 year period.

Data quality

The data are adequate to provide an overview of the ice climatology for

this portion of the east coast of Canada. The maximum and minimum ice

limits shown indicate the -variability of the ice cover limit. The fact that these

ice limits are not representative of any real ice season, but are a composite of
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all twenty-five years should however be noted.

The main limitation of these data is that the information concentrates on

the ice edge position only, and no information is given on the ice concentration

within the pack.

3.8 Icebergs

The presence of icebergs will always be a serious hazard to navigation.

Most of the icebergs found in Canadian waters are from the glaciers of western

Greenland.

3.8.1 Variability

Icebergs vary in size from 15 m long and 1.5 m high (small berg) to over

220 m long and 100 m high (very large berg). Smaller chunks of ice calved by

glaciers are called bergy bits and growlers. Estimates of the average annual

production of medium or large sized icebergs in Greenland range up to 40,000

while only some 300 to 400 reach the Grand Banks [Murray, 1969]. Significant

variatkns have been observed with the numbers ranging from as high as 2,200

in 1984 to none in 1966 [AES. 19851. Iceberg movement is controlled mainly

by water currents, although for higli sail to draft ratio, wind can become

important. The average velocity east of Newfoundland is 20 cm s-' [AES,

1985]. A few icebergs drift through the Strait of Belle Isle, but their number

is reciduced by the limiting depth of 50 in and the narrowness of the entrance.

South o( Newfoundland, icebergs are most frequent from March to July.
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3.8.2 Data Set

Data on icebergs for the east coast of Canada are available from the

Ice Climatology and Applications Division of the Atmospheric Environment

Service. The Intern•:. , di Ice Patrol has completed iceberg censuses since

1945.

3.9 Icing

Ice accretion can create dangerous conditions for a ship at sea, and it must

always be prevented on aircraft, especially on helicopters. On ships, accretion

of ice causes hazardous conditions for the crew, because of the resulting slip-

pery conditions and risk of falling ice; but the primary danger comes from the

additionas load this icc constitutes, and the increased surface area for the wind

and waves to act upon. Ships with such a load become difficult to manoeu-

vre, top heavy, and prone to capsizing. For aircraft, ice accretion modifies the

shape of airfoils, and thus reduces their lifting capacity. Icing also changes the

weight distribution and very seriously affects the takeoff and landing capabil.

ities. Three main phenomena that result in ice accretion on exposed surfaces

can be distinguished [Mortsch et al., 1985):

- Rime or clear icing in clouds: Rime ice is opaque ice that forms when discrete

supercooled water droplets in clouds or fog strike a sub-freezing surface. It

creates dangerous conditions for aircraft, particularly helicopters, Very little

data are available on rime icing over the ocean. It cannot therefore be included

in this guide.

- Freezing precipitation: Freezing precipitation includes freezing rain, freezing
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drizzle and even wet snow. The resulting accumulation is proportional to the

droplet size, therefore, freezing rain is the most serious in this category.

. Freezing spray: Freezing spray occurs when cold sea water is whipped by

the wind into a aying spray through the air onto a sub-freezing metal surface

which results in a layer of ice being formed. It is the most dangerous source

of icing.

3.9.1 Variability

The actual ice accumulation on a vessel can vary considerably depending

upon several climatological factors (air temperature, amount of precipitation,

and wind speed) whose variability has been described in the previous sections.

It also varies due to factors such as the vessel structure, its course or orientation

to the wind, and its speed.

3.9.2 Resolution Required

Areas where ice accretion may affect operations should be identified.

Monthly climatology should be adequate.

3.9.3 Data Set

Freezing precipitation: The data set used is based on the assumption that

freezing precipitation occurs when the observed temperature is less than zero

degrees Celsius, and rain or drizzle is occurring. The data also include the

occurrences where the weather report mentions freezing precipitation. The

observations are from the ship-of-opportunity data set.

Freezing spray: The potential for the accumulation of ice due to freezing
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spray is calculated from the observed conditions of sea surface temperature,

air temperature, wind speed, wave height and salinity. The relation of these

factors is translated into ant empirical rate of ice accumulation.

Data quality

Freezing precipitation: The occurrence of freezing precipitation coded as

light, moderate, or heavy precipitation is reported, but measurements of the

amount of precipitation or accretion are seldom made. It is therefore difficult

to quantify the resulting amount of ice accretion.

Freezing sprc-:Y: Becaase of the lack of observed measurements of freezing

spray, the" freezin. zpray potential" is used. This empirical method [Kachunn

et al., 19741 which relates atmospheric and oceanographic parameters to icing

rates has not however beer thoroughly validated by a comparison of the results

and the actual accretion measurements. It is also subject to the limitations of

the input data,
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Chapter 4

Oceanography

The oceans are the environment of the submarine- the knowledge of the

physica' properties of its constituent water masses is essential in order to effec-

tively use ASW systems. The effective use of acoustics systems in particular,

requires the knowledge of temperature and salinity distributions, and hence

sound speed, in order to determine how and where the acoustic energy will

propagate. The motion vxking place within these water masses, the presence

of currents, can affect s~und propagation, low frequency noise, as well as ship

navigation and can influence tactics. The state of the surface boundary, the

sea surface, also strongly influences ASW operations. The performance of

acoustic sensors as well as other sensors such as radar and MAD is closely

related to the sea state.

4.1 Waves

Much effort has been spent attempting to improve the knowledge of wave

climatology on the east coast of Canada. These efforts have been motivated

mainly by the requirements for the safe design of offshore facilities for oil
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exploration and production. Although the safety of the platforms involved in

ASW operations would not normally be a concern, since the ships' designs

allow them to survive extreme conditions, the effectiveness of the crew and of

the equipment can be severely degraded in high sea states.

4.1.1 Impact on ASW

In terms of ASW. wave characteristics although nu. as critical as for

oil exploration and fishing activities, have nevertheless a strong impact on

operations due largely to their impact on the performance of acoustic systems.

Waves affect acoustic systems in many ways. First, in shallow water, the

acoustic energy propagates via repeated reflections from both th- Nea surfa'e

and bottom. Therefore, the roughness of both the bottom and the sea surface

are impcrtant deter: binants of the sound field, When -he sea surface is flat,

it acts as a mirror and reflects the irnd energy in a coherent manner "Urick.

1983]. If the surface is rough, it acts as a scatterer and sends incoherent

energy iu all directions. Second, air bubbles formed by the breaking of waves

and carried by tturbulence beneath the surface can have a strong effect on the

scattering and the absorption of the sov,1d energy. Third, ambient noise in the

band 0.5 to 50 kHz is directly associated with the sea state and the wind in

a given area (Brekbovskikh and Lysanov, 19821. Furthermore, breaking waves

are a significant source of low frequency noise through the process of "coherent

oscillation" (Pumphrey et al., 19901.

Finally, high sea state conditions may prevent the deployment or retrieval

of towed sensors, and also degrade the effectiveness of sensors such as ASW
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radams and MAD by increasing noise, display clutter and false alarm rate.

4.1.2 Wave Climatology

Since ocean waves are generated by the wind, it follows that we can expect

the wave climatology to be similar to the annual cycle of synoptic scale storms

with both the average sea state and its variability at a maximum in winter

and a lowest in summer.

4.1.3 Resolution Required

The resolution required for wave data in this guide should be sufficient to

provide a good description of the averaoe monthly conditions and their degree

of variability for each of the main regions.

4.1.4 Data Set

When dealing with wave information, there are usually two basic types

of data considered. The first, wave climate data or the statistical deschption

of the frequency of occurrence and persistence of individual wave parameters

or joint distributions of two or more wave parameters will be covered here.

The second type. extreme waves, indicate the wave height that should be

exceeded only once in a given period of time (e.g. 100 year wave height).

They require only the knowledge of the largest wave heights in the more severe

storms (Cardone et al, 19891. Extreme wave values are essential to determine

design criteria of offshore structures but are not required here However, some

statistics on the duration of storms and their associated high wave conditions

are of interest.
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Data acquisition

There are four methods by which information on waves is usually obtained:

a Hindcast from wind observations: Models are used to generate a wave

climate based on observed winds or from pressure fields.

* Direct measurements with accelerometer buoys, wave gauges or bottom

pressure gauges.

* Aerial surveys from aircraft or satellites: This is an area that has a high

potential, but is still in development and presently contributes only a

small portion of the long term databa.se. The method offers the advan-

tage of giving a synoptic coverage of large areas [Pickard and Emery.

19821.

* Visual observations from ships: These data are extracted from ship logs

or ship weather report forms. It represents the most important source

of data and also covers the longest period. going back to the 1800s.

The main limitation of this type of data is that it is neither consistent

spatially nor temporally. Most observations are taken neat major ports

or along shipping lanes. In addition, ships understandably tend to avoid

bad weather, which results in a "fair weather" bias in their observations.

Observer qualifications also vary greatly. It should be noted that "visual"

wave heights have been calibrated against other sources to confirm that

they do give a valiu representation of the significant wave height [Mortsch

et al., 19851.
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The wave data used in this guide have been obtained from ships-of- oppor-

tunity. Most of the data used in this guide has been compiled in the Marine

Climatological Atlas -Canadian East Coast from the Canadian Climate Centre

Resolution

The data in hand are adequate to p :ovide an outlook on the conditions

that could reasonably be found in the given area for each season.

4.2 Currents

4.2.1 Impact on ASW

Beyond their importance for navigation which is not covered here. currents

can have a marked influence on ASW operations. They contribute to the

formation and modification of water masses as transport and mixing agents

and are responsible for the generation of ambient noise in the infrasonic portion

of the spectrum 'Zakarauskas. 19861. Their presence can also significantly

perturb the trajectory of sound rays [Sanford. 19741. Finally. some currents

could possibly be exploited tactically by submarines.

4.2.2 Types of Currents

lnformation on the mean currents and their vanability at different scales is

required. Seasonal variability is particularly important. since seasonal change2s

in the forcing mechanisms are significant and therefore result In large modifi.

cations in the current patterns.
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Mean surface current

These currents depend mostly on wind forcing and freshwater runoff. Mean

surface currents are important since they often carry water with physical prop-

erties different from those of the surrounding waters, and are sometimes asso-

ciated with strong fronts that can drastically perturb the sound propagation

path. The knowledge of their location and strength is also required to predict

the drift rate of sensors such as sonobuovs.

Subsurface circulation

These currents generally refer to the flow in the region below the mixed

layer caused by tidal and geostrophic circulation. Regions of persistent strong

current shear at depth exist in Canadian waters, predominantly near the shelf

break. Sanford [19741 has shown that the presence of a current shear at any

level can significantly perturb the sound propagation path. Tlus can result for

example, in longer detection ranges when the sound propagates against the

current than when it propagates in the direction of the current.

Tidal currents

Tides result from the attraction of water particles on the earth's surface

by the sun and moon. The difference in gravitational forces resulting from

the change in position of these celestial bodies relative to the earth's surface

causes variations in sea level that propagate around the earth's oceans as very

long waves.

The tides and their resulting tidal currents berome stronger neur the (oast
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as water depth decreases, and consequently, they play an increasingly impor-

tant role in the local circulation. In fact, in coastal waters, tidal currents are

usually much stronger than the mean flov and they are responsible for the

large fluctuations in the observed water motion. In narrow waterways, such

as the Gulf of St. Lawrence or the Bay of Fundy, the common pattern is a

flood current as the tide rises and an ebb current in the opposite direction as

the water falls. In more open ocean waters, such as over the continental shelf.

tidal currents are rotary and the water particles tend to follow the path of

an ellipse during one complete tidal cycle. The major axis of that ellipse will

tend to become more or less parallel to the shore as the shoreline is approached

[Knaus, 19781.

Garrett et al. [1985] have &lso shown that tidal currents can be an essential

factor in the short-term prediction of iceberg tracks in the Grand Banks area

4.2.3 Variability

It can be said that the dotmnant characteristic of the water motion is its

variability, and the multiplicity of space and time scales over which it occurs.

The variability of currents depends on the variability of the forcing mecha-

nisms. the topography and the bathymetry. For surface currents wind and

freshwater runoff are the main forcing mechanisms: both are highly variable

and therefore, these currents can be expected to present the same degree of

variability. Tides are caused by the interaction of several celestial bodies,

resulting in high variability in the forcing which how,-r can be precisely cal-

culated from the predictable motions of the bodies. Tidal currents, as well as
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subsurface currents, are also affected by coastal and bottom topography which

again ate highly variable in this area.

Temporal variability: Sea.sonal changes in the weather such as changes

in the prevailing winds and in the amount of freshwater runoff combined With

seasonal variations in the strength of the density driven currents result in

seasonal current fluctuations (periods longer than about 30 days). At slightly

shorter scales, winds from cyclical storms, continental shelf waves, meanders

and barocinic instabilities aU contribute to displace and change the large-scale

currents that affect a given site. Finally at periods of a few hours, to about one

day, tides and storm generated currents may cause large variations in current

strength and direction.

Spatial variability: Variations in the topography play the most impor-

tant role over a wide range of scales while freshwater runoff plays an important

role in mote localized areas such as the mouth of the St. Lawrence. At scales

of a few tens of kilometres. tides and storm generated currents are present.

4.2.4 Resolution Required

The knowledge of the main features of the circulation is required. e.

strong currents and currents responsible fur large water mass exchanges. as

well as their degret of variability.

4.2.5 Data Set

Over the last twenty years. several studies have focused on the water

circulation in this area. These studies occurred at dliffeTent times, oser ar-

eas of various size, over various periods of time and using a wide *;arwty of
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instruments.

Current determination

The main tools used by oceanographers to derive information on circula-

tion and currents are:

* Moored current meters (Eulerian measurements)

* Drifting buoys (Lagrangian measurements)

e Geostrophic calculations from temperature-salinity observations

* Modelling or predictive techniques.

All these methods and instruments contribute in varying degrees to the

determination of currents in different parts of the Canadian east coast

Acu,4 measuremeuts of currents are obtained using current meters and

drifting buoys. Moored c-urrent meters record current speed and direction as

a function of time at selected depths and locations. Drifting buoys provide

informi:ion on water trajectories at the surface or at depth. Even ships drift

ca.n be used to obtain information on currents. These current records contain

the composite signal of various types of water motion which must be separated:

o Lazge-scale cutrents (overal circulation)

e Mewaocale currents

* Wind-driven currents

* Tidal currents
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The relative importance of each component is usually determined by spectral

analysis of the data. These methods provide invaluable information, but even

for a relatively small area (on the ocean scaleý, the number of such instruments

and the effort required to obtain a complete synoptic picture for the whole

area, for the whole year, and over a time span sufficiently long to obtain a

meaningful average is immense.

In order to fill the gap in the database, other methods, such as geostrophic

calculations and modelling are used. The geostrophic calculation infers current

from gradients in the density distribution. The assumption is that the motion

is a result of the balance of the pressure and Coriolis forces. In addition,

mathematical modelling permits the extrapolation of the knowledge gained

through observations to regions or time periods where data are less abundant

or non-exist ant.

Resolution and quality

It is generally assumed that geostrophic calculations depict currents which

vary slowly in time and are part of the long term circulation pattern. The main

Limitation of the mean geustrophic currents, is that they provide only the

roughest guide as to where major currents may be located and their aserage

flow speed. They account for only a fraction of the total flow and reveal

nothing of the variability of the fluw over time stales of less than a few days

to weeks.

Since the expected tidal range anti its associated circulation is based on

predictions using mea-sured data from shoreline stations, tidal currents aie rea-



sonably well known near the coast where the measurements are taken and in

areas. where the tide has a strong influence like the Bay of Fundy. A problem

arises however when at.tempting to interpolate tidal currents between mea-

surement sites since the bathymetry of the continental shelves, and the coastal

landform, produces strong spatial variations in tidal flows. These data are not

necessarily representative further offshore either. But since the tidal range

decreases away from shore, th- lack of precise data for offshore locations is not

as important.

Due to the nature and expense of the research projects that have taken

place over the years, direct current measurcments tend to be concentrated in

specific areas with Little cou'rage elsewhere [Gregory, 19881.

However, the data do allow one to identify the main features of the circu-

ation, especially those that are likely to have the strongest impact on ASW%

operations. Nevertheless the data do not present a complete statistical de-

scription of the water motions and their variability at all locations over the

area.

Coverage

Overall, the most important features of the ocean circulation are reason.

ably well known in this area. The seasonal variability is however not well

documented for regions .ther than the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
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4.3 Sea Surface Temperature

The sea surface temperature is one of the few parameters of the water

mwa that can be measured completely remotely. It may be used to recognize

the presence of mesoscale features and to guide appropriate action regarding

in situ sampling strategy. It is also an important factor for planning search

and rescue operations, since it affects human survivability in the water.

4.3.1 Variability

The yearly variations can be very large at these latitudes with the sea

surface temperature ranging from -I°C to 18* at some locations.

4.3.2 Resolution Required

As for most of the climatological parameters, the resolution required is

rather low. Average seasonal conditions and their degree of variability is suf-

ficent.

4.3.3 Data Set

Data sources

Several sources of data exist:

"* measurements taken during meteorological observations (ships-of-opportututy);

"* measurements taken during oceanographic surveys (CTD, bathythermo-

graph);

"* satellite imagery using visible/infrared radiometry.
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The sea surface temperature used in this guide has been extracted from the

Marine Climatological Atlas - Canadian East Coast from the Canadian Cli-

mate Centre [Mortsch et al., 19851. In this document, the ships-of-upportunity

data set was used.

Data quality

The weakness of the first two methods for measuring sea surface temper-

ature, is their irregularity of measurements, with a total absence of data in

some areas or some periods of the year. The measured data are therefore insuf.

ficient at places to define the complex patterns of the sea surface temperature

which occur in this region. The measurements taken are however sufficiently

accurate.

Satellites can provide a more global coverage, with an accuracy of 0.5*C and

a spatial resolution of approximately 5 km [Robinson, 19851. The weaknesses

of remotely sensed data are first that the measurement is that of the "skin

temperature", therefore its usefulness depends on the ability to interpret it in

terms of underlying temperature of the to- metre or so of the ocean; second,

measurements are degraded by the presence of water vapour in the atmosphere.

and finally, fog or cloud cover can prevent measurements during long periods

of time.

Resolution

The resolution is low but deemed adequate for the needs of this guide.
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Coverage

The sample distribution is unevenly distributed spatially and seasonally,

leaving some areas undersampled at some times of the year, especially during

the winter when ice cover is present.

4.4 Water Mass Distribution and Fronts

Water masses are parcels of water that can be recognized by characteris-

tic values of some of their physical properties, in particular temperature and

salinity. These properties are assumed to be relatively constant within a given

water mass.

Oceanic fronts are narrow boundaxy zones between adjacent water masses

of dissimilar properties. They are characterized by very large horizontal gra-

dients in water properties such as saliaity, temperature. density, and dissolved

materials. Acsive turbulent mixing can occur in frontal regions.

4.4.1 Impact on ASW

Water mass identification is important since different sound propagation

characteristics can be expected within different water masses. Fronts are par-

ticularly important, because of the abruptnes- of the changes ii water prop-

erties over short distances -which can cause significant refraction of the sound

energy as it propagates across the front.
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4.4.2 Variability

Seasonal variabiity is high. due to large seasonal differences in solar energy

input at these latitudes and the variations in freshwater outflow. The presence

of currents such as the Labrador Current which advect large quantities of cold

water also has a stong impact on the water mass distribution.

4.4.3 Resolution Required

The general locations of the main water masses and fronts are required as

well as a descript:-,n of the seasonal v,*.- .-,- frn.

4.4.4 Data Set

The source of information used in this guide to show the distriiutior. of

water masses is the Ocean Features Analysis (OFA). These OFAs are charts

produced twice a week by the METOC Centre Halifax and depict the most

probable distribution of water masses on the east coast (Figure 4 1). These are

generated from satellite infrared pictures that allow the identification of the

boundaries between different types of water. Additional information such as

sea surface temperature, climat'.logical and historical data. recent bathyther-

mographs, as well as previous OFAs are used to ,roduce this picture of the

water mAsS locations IR. Cigiot, METOC, personnal communicationij. The

set of OFA.s ior 1989 are included in this guide. The boundaries shown are

not median or average positions for these water masses and the details of the

features vary widely frora year to year. The overall pattern of water mass

migration is however representative of the rnot•o. taking place.
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Fiogure 4-1: Ocean Feature Analysis.

QualityI

The quality of the resultin chixtts depends on the effective satellite cov-

erage that was obtained, i.e. actual sea !surface coverage not limited by cloudt
cover or fog. The quality is also limited by the amount of in situ measurements
(sea surface temperature and bat hytherrmugraphs) available to "ground tr'ith

the satellite informuation.

Coverage

Two satellites cover the area. This results in several passes (at least two,

per day over the area of interest. Since the OFAs are produced twiue a werk.

full coverage of the area is normally achieved for most periods of the year.
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4.5 Temperature and Salirnity Profiles

Temperature and salinity as a function of depth is required to compute the

sound speed profile which is the most important tool for the use of underwater

acoustic systems.

4.5.1 Temperature Profiles

Typical temperature profiles for different subareas of the regions under

study are required. The water temperature is by far the most important vaný

able affx:oting sound sy-.ed in water. Although the relation between sound

speec and temperature is nuot linear, the approaunation of an increase of 4

m s-1 per each °C rise of temperature [Pickard and Emery, 1982 is accurate

enough to allow a quick estimation of the e.fect of temperature changes on

sound velocity. These profiles are particularly important for tactical applica-

tions since they are the iawin inputs for acoustic prediction models, and allow

one to relate an in situ measurement (bathythermogriph) to a given water

mass and its acouistic prediction data.

Variability

Strong seasonal variations can be expectt,, in the surface laver, In these

latitudes, a strong thermuchne tends to ,evelop during summer which is grad-

ua.ly eroded during fall until isothermal conditions across the whole water

column are reached in winter (Figure 4 2). Durimg sronng and summer, a

diurnal therniocine can also levelop.
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a) Temperature (C) b) Temperature (C)

-1.0 2.0 5.0 8.0 110 14,0 -10 2.0 50 &0 110 140

50-I '~ /

100 June - .Decembter
-- July 10 Nr

At--~*.gust e*r y

200 200-

Figure 4.2: Annual growth ja) and decay (b) of the seasonal thermocline on
the Scotian Shelf. (Data from Drinkwater and Thies. 1987).

4.5.2 Salinity Profiles

Salinity is the only )rtlicr phyrical propertN besides preNsure that affects the

speed o; sound in seawater in a -ognificant manner. The relationship between

sound speed and ssiliit,it although not linear can be approximated using an

iascrea~se of 1.5 m s1pet psu increase in salir~ity

Variability

In the open ocean at rmsnd-atit tdes. sallnity vanabilitY with depth or hor-

izontally ii small. These -ariaiions ran usually be ignored in the calculation

of sound speed for tactical app4, ations There are some exceptions h wever

first, in the case of an isothermal structure through the entire water columnu.

such as that found over most of the area in winter, the salinity variations

although weak. may significantly perturb the propagatiot. path Salinity van-

ations, can also play a significamt role in regiolis of important fir-shwaies outflow
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such as the St. Lawrence Estuary-. Figure 4 3 ~huws the effect of the [ow a-

itv freshwater outtiow which occurs in the spring in the St. LAwrence Estuary

and results in a salaintv gradient of up to 8 p~u over the surface 101) a., laver.

IU this ezamnpie. it Can be st-U 11'4t if the ~arue bundle of rays and the samue

Icmrperature prunitr are u.,,*' in b-ath (-bs thot sound intera, tiou with the -,ur-

face is reduced in the cazx .,f Iuw.¶r sahujtY At thr 'urfA, r ! traamg fzt-hwatrr

koutiow) which ,h,,uldl yivld lkunger ~rI' PdagdIa I'on rd 1141U111141`11%l fIor ILO

frequencit'% high eti,,ugh to, be : rAj~pe1, m the 'ut

4.5.3 Data Set

The data usaed were (.Jtijtie iii 4 .ean^~ ,f tec hui al rt-purts 1,.%rhl

from the Bvdfur.i Irrstit it, )f ( ), emiiog~ph%

B~a~nks Rvri'gt' D~ti&Lt%,t ".I ,i I r.,Ij#

"* No 1,39 - MI,i~!l wh.1i% & M 4'-,f T-&p-rx31-*.i g:,it% it, the 5-li ,'ii

AhrIf Reguon Drm1 Lw.tt.-r Awal Triton. IJ-j

"* No 126 -Muuthit Mo-ati% of Temperature. 54hid:1 'An-t '_IgJUut flt h~e

Gulf of St. Lawro-we P-trii' 199o'I

The original ternperat uro-- awl sabwt 1 4.ta a .*ra.Iii.ttio h \16lugie

Environuiental Data Sri ID nOt' 14 'i~ -VI.r ~.II.

tie data colleorteol I,lv van,.us cuntri.-s fvr ii 1911I) PI- 1M ncIu ~i' with apprtux I
jimatelY 8,' 7'c of the data cIjlefrted aft'- 1 9~i TemperAt urr% A,,if nir&jurtoi

using reversing th4rmi tatieter AndI .akmt-,ot v .t, i--mtir-ti fr-,m "ad1~ample..

bv titratio)n tmethod,, 4 3 in itvt wirs ong, le, ifniC ati.Iitt The aLitaU

f

______________________________________________PIP_____________on*__
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were then sorted into subareas chosen to encompass specific topographic fea-

tures (e.g. banks. channels. continental slupes, and basins) within which it was

felt horizontal gradients of temperature and salinity may be weak. Where nec-

essary, station data were linearly interpolated to standard depths, The data

were then combined within each subarea and monthly means and standard

deviations of temperature and salinity were calculated at standard depths

Other data sets of temperature. obtained mostly from expendab!e bathythef-

mographs tXBTs and AXBTsI are a1c available frun .MEDS and FNOC

These could be used to supplement the temperature data presented here

Resolution

As mentiuned eazh,..t tlie subarea hvundanes were defined to nimuauze

the horizontal gradient, ,,f ,he pr,,iperus In the vertt, &I. th- .taalard .Iepth%

used were every 1U tim th" hrst in 111. .7, tit. e -rr ,• t ,u 1 ,.-t un IiU tu 30U

m. everv 100) m fzxvn 30(j t,, ,joj tiu. ,tu•ni. and IL4ju w Sin, mvtst of the

fluctuations take pIA' r In the upper ht:-r. :ht5 saIl.IIl ,ntrr'al pt,,'ib,. an

appropriate revulutimu foE th,' III, 's,.,E4 ,.Ve-nt(

Quality

The meatiuremrint$ ar ,,f Iagh ',|,t t•. it,. a, utatte aritt ;,t,,.il, a p- ....

desr1nption Uf the profile A4 ' aityv tJ te.t e,r'r.it u r- -, .toiurens't,' i it titI se% , Is

ing thermometers is approximatily tU U.2°C equ%4al, -t. t- 1) 1 t •t Plu ka

and Emery. 19821. 11- ,ompared to bathvttf'rm,.,yta'h 1 tdata ti h i•.l, i,"'+

to an af uracv of 0 2'C (0 9 m At- , ' k, \ , n:ie. 198 1 An ts, t 0 1s) 2
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psu (0.03 m s-1) can reasonably be expected from the titration methods and

* 0.003 psu using salinometers 'Pickard and Emery. 19821. Quality control

was applied to the samples and those of questionable quality were rejected.

Coverage

There is a large difference in sample distnbution. The most sampled

areas were the St. Lawrence Estuary. Gaspk. most of the suutheru Gulf and

Cabot Strait. Georges Bank. v,.i the ontinental .lupe uf the ea.stern Graud

Banks and in the Newfoundland Basin The least sampled areas were the

central Laurentian Channel. the uurtlhea-stetr Gulf and the Iuthern c,.bt ,f

Newfoundland The WeJ,41d1A, '!*1trJb•,tJsUu of the dAta shuws a max•uum in

summer and a mizitunti in' winter Thrre were no, measurements made during

the month uf Deceml,'t. l.nu.irv -,r Madr h in wveral ,es.'f the Grand Banks

The samphlg Ie,.4 ,fh. ,,i-uth.-rYu,,,•, ,,{ Nt-wfuua4Ilhan Wa% acsua.u1- t,,,,

low to define the tUeVIAhitl ni.ans -If t-seraulre ,andP sAn lnIt s" with an ade4pUate

degree of certainty aDnnk,& ,te:r 4n.1 Trt,.s. 1986

4.6 Sound Speed Profiles

The detertminaita uf the untini -,pvi, and its x,,adiut with ,epth is

essential for the prediction ,f a, uu-tik seusr perfrirmAn.r It alluws one to

predict the sound propagation characteristi s For t.ttical appht a&,-,ns%, sund

speed is computed using empirical formulae
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4.6.1 Variability

Sound speed depends mos tly on two pa- ameters (ternpera| ure and salinat v)

that are subject to large seasonal fluctuations. Hence sound speed will exhibit

the same high degree of variability.

4.6.2 Resolution

Since average value.i dre used it this guide. the high accuracy of the wafre

complete formulae is not ro-luirt-. The itmpl-r relatn fuund by Leroy 1969

is judged adequate:

c = 1492.9- 3(T - 1u - 6 li'it2" - l 2 -4 •I't-T - 18)1

- 1.2(5 - -- 'J•T - M8IS - 33, - . 61

where the temperature, T i, .xpre-,wel in .teg'ee- Ce-laiu%. oahnitY 5 in parts per

thousand or prac tl ,l U1 11it1v t 'P't Ip. L,+. At-pth : i .'tr,'n. .a,,i euuza, %peq-,l

in m,'tre per %fouud Tla, t*6,-ita.eu i nut ,t11 rsa4 ll' f'*wto,n-i n.I.-I l fr ,ahiev

values of less than 30 , u. huw-c,.t. uslp~lh, with •umwi rerulhb ,,tatu,-l

from more romplh-e formu--.e %h,,e, tha, th, b'trur i.wh.,i, it, neglixibir f,,r this

apphiatiou. 1

The spatial restlutaun (hurnz,,ital and vertica.I i.s dependant (n the rew-

lution of the temperature andi %abthut% lata whi h ha% leen ,lh, uswAd in the

previous section

Data set

The sound speed prufileh are computed usinj the te-mperature and ahlnity

profiles described in Sectiun 4 3. and are therefore subject to the weakne.e#ss
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Chapter 5

Biological Activity

The presence of manrne Me has tu be cunsidered in AS\V fur several rea-

sons. First. several speciv% are nuise producers. When present in large num-

betn. their output can betune a very significanut portiun of the ambient noise

against which the target must be recgnized Sume uf the nuaw |,ruduced could

also be mistaken for the targyi ztgnature Srtundly. large fish and schools of

fish can produce submarine lik,- .-" htm-% on active sonars, ThirdIly. -huoulb of

fish can produc- i.ihau', r#.ve'lD.r4IiA, thus liriting %nar p.rfurniance Fl.

nally. other biological urgazunim have An impa, t on AS\V by altering the wat-r

transparency ti) ,umnI ,0r lt-,ht ,.r ihr-,gh a 1-hen,mitn-in i, h as bil,4ununre-

re•ce. I

5.1 Commercial Fish Species Distribution

The continental shelf area is t-,idugi, &lly %'erv tdittf,- ant ,.%-erral fish

and shellfish species foun-I in large 'isantitwes ar- stibject t) intensiv-e comner.
cI-I fithing
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5.1.1 Impact on ASW

Some of the species present axe important noise producers that add a signsf-

icant contribution to the overall ambient noise. Furthermore. dense schools of

fish can act as effective sound reflectors, thus producing submarine-like echoes

and interference on active sonar and other echo-ranging equipment. Finally.

the presence of these fishes will result in intensive fishing activity which further

increases the ambient noise intensity level-

5.1.2 Variability

There are large -s.,ujual Out tuatins in h!hhing -ctivilttes both in th,.Ir

geugraphic locatkin autl their wteinsity Some •pet irs have regular migration

patterns while the migrat,,iin of wsni depends uu the location of their preferred

waters. As some szvt ks If,-, oae ,verfishel. the activ.iv iv displaced away frotm

the tradituonal fishmaig g••,un.l, to u.w lht atiuns. Fluctuatouns over the 'vals

can also he quite lahg, Fish t,, ks sar i ahmundance frorm %ear to srar. ),,th

in absolute numr-ers awl in divar availahsvtv to hshermeun Their ahul.manie

depends upon the balAUwe Ie.twe'rn the nun111er 1ur weight) of .%IuUg thAt

enter the population during the year. the growth of the individuals tn the

pipidation. the lossesf due to natural au~rs (piedatiun. etc ). and the rimoval

due to fishing. None of these events are constant from year to yeazr the

mortaLty o0 the very Yo~uKg " pkt.tlcCLtbi vkrahl. Hence theTre % at-isttleraMAe

fluctuation in the number of htih that reat h harvesta,•le %ize ain mta -ear. "hihle

the rates of growth and mortahty at all ages will 4l6 varY Finally, the-re

are annual differences in inigration routes, areas of distribution an.! degr-e of
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concentration [Rivard et al. 1988.

5.1.3 Resolution Required

The identification %)f the known preferred locations for the main commer-

cial species is required un a ea.cna1 basIs.

5.1.4 Data Set

The information on fihiiog activity has been taken from publications from

the Department of Fitherie', And OceanN. The information on the geographic

distnbution of the hait pvriwei was ,,,bcined from the -Canadian Atlantic Off-

shore Fisheries AtIaN- 'S. arrtt. 19S2 Suit tieture ,JetI.d infnriation for

the Grand Banks wAN, .A... lt-a tied frotil a m,411pIktion ,lone bY Mobil Oil

[19841.

. , •:•... • = . • .. ' .. ,,11 hetit r o cittive min i rtcn anic t o f e ac h s tu t k .-a n b e u b -

tained from publicati•,%e. %.tthlv.a, aiml annual !tatiltics on catch vojlume and

location produced by the Departmtent of Fidh|ei.-, and 0, ran% Canadta.

Resolution and coverage

The data identify the .-ogrAPplit4 I,, &tltdl Of tof-. inain cowmerciai hsh

species and the relativc iliip,,rtaintt of ea, h if the cumntitue',t %tocks on a

yearly hasis. The breakdlown of th.-se priniarv fi~hinD gtrcinds on a seas)nal

basis was only done for the Gran-l BankN.
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Quality

Due to the higghly dyLamic nature of the fisheries, actual conditions found

in a given year may be very different than the picture that is given by the

information in this guide The relative importance of a given fish )tock mayr

vary greatly due to overfirhing. high murtalty of the young. or changes, in the

environment. The catch *tatitics are soiltttitues natccurate tj Prubhletis

in accom..taog for incitental caiches and discards.

The Total Alluwable Cat4 h (TAC) i, based on the r:a,,st r,. ,'nt as,-. i,.t

for each stock. The TAC is l,aw,l ot a sofnl, of biological I " .cr-s that art,

"assumed to be known t-x.( tv and ,no the assumption that the t,,, t , harat tens-

tics (e g. groWth rat,-,i -,lerxe, ii prrv1uu% vear$ WI fie -is, ,Iant thrt, .+h,'ut

thir projection pento TIh, ,,, -,thtii.n, are hlitht ult , nievt ind ther,'fr, tI,,,

TAC can unly be seetI at, t ,,,.tit •,•Lt,, t lk,.4v -, %,wt

5.2 Marine Mammals

A large nut•ber of * hale'. p,,rlxie.. IAphin and eal s;, i-s an be" f,,,:

in the waters under %01u11. -,111.1tm1-., In Ia-•e nuttihe'r

5.2.1 Impact on ASWV

.Marine mamnials , all , 111ftliute *.1tifi, And-% to the Io, .d ,u||bt,.u rin)|se

Their "ongs" can cover a very w-,Ie range of frequencies (fromi the inhza.sorn

regioa to more than 150 kiz) and. in sopir ca.ses. (an simulate the priu.•er

counts of a di,,tant contact ur re-ernble the s•otnd of under.tlater ,'itonation-,

or pieces of machinery

" "....
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All marine mammals have the potential of being soiand reflectors. Large

whales in particular can produce submarine-like echoes on act~ve sonar. When

encountered in pairs or trios. they can even form a larger. more significant

sonar target.

Other sensors such as radar can also be decoved bv the presence of maui-

mals. As they come tu the ,urface to breathe. mannrine mamnals may pru•,uce

radar returns that can be utnstaken fur a brief return from a periscope ,r

snorkel breaching the surface

5.2.2 Variability

The •a•,on&l varialzlitv yi, high and is a.ss~xiatedJ with the migratiuu pat-

terns of several of thN " it,%s Thc kLiawlAhvge uf the beheviour •f the[

&mahMA6. iucludnig tbt-l l1iira-itli jAt'ttU. prtffetr,-1 hab1itP. Ari ftrditi•gIA

grounds is imited.

5.2.3 Resolution Required

Given the strong 1i11,4, t 1t Ih IJI'rllit 1 itz itii i can hase ,n A• 5 " oper-

ations. the asetraxg letni• l i'. ilit i|, n, ,,f IIimkniriiIsl %h. .tu,l I,, .],'-hied -ii a

seasonal basis.

5.2.4 Data Set

Mot ma.mmal spei ies present in the North Atlantic can be sw'u in the area

under study Some inf',rtniatiun on marine irianimnal distritbutions is contained

in the Canadian Atlantic Offsore Fishries Atxl.is at|d )thtr ptibliations frotm

Fishries and Oceans on th"e tlpic [Rves ani,\l Mitt hl. 1988. Bi3-ton an,l
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Smith, 19901]. Some information ou the whale Jistributious in Nova Scotiai

waters based on the operation of a whaling plant at Blandfurd. Nuva Stutia

pnior to 1972 was published by Sutcbffe and Brodie !ý19 771. Finally a urvwv

completed by Mobil Oil In 1980-1981 cotubined with a literature search giVe a

good overview of the present state of knowledge on whale distnbution for the

Grand Banks area.

Quality

The amount of obervatiunalidata and kuwoledge on the behaviour of tbe-.e

animals. includ~ing their InIIT~AtIoU Pszterab. preferredl habitats. and fredin.g

grounds is uot adequ~tt to ,biaiu a .eawnal de~criptiun of their di.,tirbutiun.

The report by MobIl ()I t ~rU he Grand Biank-, providr-, the ni,)ý'

COMpIete pic: Urea'- A111 ý-tit,ýn lude% that i It,- tIe kii wu .il~ut the uzde

"of iunst Uln~ine tniaiintianil, III rL hani.iI' Tlht . _nI t he* alia le~ bt~d

the Scotian Shell, * ,uc ji:ii,~ Ntoe m, .. tf,'rrnjtt~n hut! it I,~ bixuinw ky the ft,it

that it is based un ratiumiwit *f Lill, ,Iwi tv~t ighting,, The l.Ata art- theref.'re

not izeressanl i- ncb, atov 4 *f t,) L In &,lMitiun. hunting ri gulitt'o" aUd

hunting %t ratpgirs to innaxnuit, pr.,h IiAten ieonii eI iii t h.' dirt, tun t), etf.)rts

towards rertain spq-iel. 0111 fur the' III, re-4::ng the bia.' Suctihlfe an-i [BrAh

19771

Coverage

Little knforrnawion on whale di~trilwtions in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ks

included. Only a few spe ies are wAell Alo'utiriented4 for the Scotiatl Shelf and11

psw'-



there axe still large gaps in the knowledger: the dhitnbuuor.s uf aoKt •pecieh

on the Grand Banks.

5.3 Biological Sound Sources-

Most fishes and manue niainznah produce tound in the water either a,

a by-product of their feeding activitiets and mution through the water ur f,.r

communication between indiviluaL, Tavulga 1971' edentih,-, three gcn'r.J

types of sonic mechanota, present ,n hsh ztndu1,Lt,,rY" hdr,,,ivn,,mi .tin,i

swim bladder Stndulatorv .)uils . ,jroduced by frictio,a ,f tteth ha ,plue",

or bones. HYdrodynam, -.,,utt,1' re"'lt fromn Nwtniminig Move-tents e.,pSc-iaill

dunag rapid changes. ,f Jhr,-, tIiu or veluc4it the reulting prt-%,ure fluctuatiutn

1' coan Se detectedl by t'u,.rt ,l ,n,+, Tbhi i, A near h,,.l phe, n,,i.n,,n ,ant

as s.uch. will not pruoe.aite ,ý.Ae 1,,ng ht an.e, Th, ,A i , hi.a,H r, I, t .., 1
i ~~sound projector whe.n it 1, %Ohr..t.e by , rintigu,mr, ,r Att.Al hVl mU.,ý 1V-

5.3.1 Impact on ASW

In azea+ where the h'.h .r wmwAnu ,rikentratin is high the u4,u1 ptu-

duced may account for a ti,,a t'gligileh p,,rti,,n ,f the t...tld s~ent nuns,,e,

Siac" several species are knuwn to proIdu,, e s.n,' in the frr.,i,.n ' h4 L•n I h,At

are covered by pa.ssive ac•ubtlC seurs. the mipact ou at.•mt t ',1,14% r'l at h".

si mficicant I

5.3.2 Data Set r

The field of bioacoustic, has grown ov,.r the last 30 years. Yet. at the

present time, only a few h:m,!red of the some 0 20)00 fish speiies hav l,', t

AL-4
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ClerLAY 1itid-etde as sound producers Soume k f the .peciL-., found in the area
under study have been subje..t w~ inve~tigatiun

Moat of the infurmatiin in. ludlt.I in tbu gitde h&., bern exrat ted !rjun

work on bioacuwsti% pubh~z..bl b%. TA-uIA4 1964 1971, and Bullite and1 Fa~b

~1980j:

Data quality

SCVCeIa Qf -,he Ituz,'Le -Vtr.- -1ruP10i.1 In A W-11,4 .z~' *I.n' tn aTen1 And

therefore re-sulted in a ujo~1jh- .At,. ,t f the h~h beha~ aour an,', p~ AbI i4 t,

suoand productioun So l-11" p-:ri.IQa natt ArAJ -411'haaun ha'- (1 f~la te

problemn uf cujrr.- t1% al4,a iiafbiia Hit- _,un-I pri~.Iu tet

Coverage f '
.sodata, were fouwd f. t 'c -. i . 'h'c f'll '1e I"- pr%-liI ini th 1)13.1, r

Study \t.tur unfRGU-4111)m 11 ii a11AL~IC 11. *aaaraaas- MAJIUiaaa1 Ml"N. Af the -,ual

Urn Waond pri.uctluta,z b%. niAtrin tiarhiazaal, hare, tlv .Appl% 1,101 V 4 IAtIK4 Purtaon

of the speeWs exa~uned are- presenut in the area

5.4 Deep Scattering Layer

Sciumd scatternn uf the- u~und eurr-rsi * a be r.-IA1Vd I.0 the f*V~t4-n, V
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to depths of 300-600 m at sunrise (Brekhovskikh and Lysanov, 1982).

Uric!i [1982] ment-ons that these layers occujr in shallow water, with the

main contribution from schools of fish feeding at a particular depth. All aýeas

under study are known to be very productive biological areas. Complex ag.

gregates of different biological organisms posse~s a scattering strength var•ing

with frequency, location, season, and time of day.

5.4.1 Data Set

No specific sources of inforuwation have been identified for the area under

study. Most studies in this field have been done in deep oceans.

5.5 Bioluminescence

The primary source of ocean bioluminescence are certan species of di.

noflagelat.-s and some zooplankton. The mechanical stimulus of a moving

submarine hull and its turbulent wake will produce luminescence from the

organisms disturbed or killed. The power and persistence Of this light is a

function of the population density, species. environmental conditions, physi,,-

logical state, and submarine speed. Luminescence is expected to be strongest

in the turbulent regions associated with a submarine, that is, the hull boundary

layer and the wake.

5.5.1 Variability

The population density of bioluminescent organisms varies with location

and depth. The density wi'-* usually vary seasonally and diurnay. Most lumi-

nescence is found between 50 and 150 m and is associated with dense dinoflag-
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ellate populations in continental shelf areas up to 60 degrees norA &,,<-ude.

Most luminescence frequently occurs at the thermocline. Biolumninesc.nce is

usu.illy more intense in summer in coastal zones and uver the continental shelf

within 40 km of shore.

The spatial distribution of bioluminescence in manine surface waters is

described in terms of "topography" in Losee et al. j1989] as follows:

"On scales <1-3 km, bioluminescence appears as flat or sloping

fields of grass (white noise) with some weeds (a few bright organ.

isms) and occasional clumps of brush (small isolated patches), As

the scale increases to 3-10 km, some hills and valleys (patch struc.

ture) start to appear. At scales of 100 km. broad plateaus (eddies

and rings), mountains (upwelling and/or frontal areas), and rivers

(jets and currents) appear."

5.5.2 Resolution Required

The identification of areas of important bioluminescence activity at the

mesoscale size and seasonal time scale is required.

5.5.3 Data Set

No specific source of information has been found for the area under study

Some data are included in the classified annex of this document.
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Chapter 6

Economic Activity

Economic activities such a~s fishing, shipping, and offshore oil exploration

and production have a common acoustic characteristic: they all require the use

of heavy machinery that can generate a large amount of noise, thus resultig

in an increased level of ambient noise. Due to the poor sound propa.Sation

conditions in shallow water. the level of ambient noise is strongly influenced

by shipping and other noise sources in the immediate vicinity of the receiver.

Thes activities will therefore result in larger variations in ambient noise level

over small distances and periods c' time than would normally b-. found in the

deep ocean.

6.1 Shipping

A ve~ry large portion of the Canadian domestic and international shipping

takes plarce in these waten. Important shipping activities thus take place along

routes le~ading to the main ports of the Maritime Provinces, the Gulf of St.

Lawrence and inan~d, along the St. Lawrence Seaway.
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6.1.1 Variability

Since shipping nornally takes place along the routes leading to potts,

it can be expected that shipping activity will be higher near the approaches

to major ports. On a seasonal basis, activity will be reduced or even absent

during the winter in areas covered by ice such as the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

6.1.2 Rtesolution Required

Estimates of shipping density. and in particular the identification of the

area of intense shipping activity, are required.

6.1.3 Data Set

Ships' weather reports: The database of ships' weather reports could be

used to determine the shipping density. Unfortunately, the subset of this

database used for the climatology in this guide was inadequate for the de-

termination of snipping density. Time constraints prevented the acquisition

and the required manipulations of the original database to determine shipping

density.

Shipping lanes: It can be inferred that shipping density will be higher along

the routes joining the main Canadian ports and those of the east coast of

the United States and Europe. The princpal sea lanes used by commercial

ships are taken from the Pilot Charts of the North Atlantic [Defence Mapping

"Agency, 1901.
Coast Guard Statistics: Monthly statistics obtained from the Canadian

Coast Guard on the activity in the Halifax. Bay of Fundy, and Gulf of St.
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Lawrence areas have also been used.

SxDocuments from the Transport Division of Statistics Canada [1988,

1989, 19901 list the main ports in Canada and describe their activity in terms

of number of movements, vessel capacity and tonnage transported.

Data Quality

Although not all shipping takes place along these lanes, a large portion of

the traffic takes place along them since these routes ensure relatively safe and

fast transit and reqiure little planning.

The number of movements taking place in the ports of a region also give

a good indication of the shipping density in that region; it does not however

provide us with the direction of movement. The average registered tonnage

of the ships can also be used as a clue about the size of vessel visiting that

port and thus about probable acoustic signatur? characteristics that can be

expected.

The information from the Coast Guard contains only a breakdown of the

number of movements and the type of vessels for each month in either the Bay

of Fundy, Halifax, St.John's or Gulf areas. It provides no information on the

origin and destination of the vessels.

6.2 Fishing

The area under study as a whole is subject to intensive fishery activities.

The location and importance of fishing fleets, will of course follow the location

of fish stocks, and as such the information proviaied in Chapter 5 on commercial
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fish distribution gives an indication of the potential distribution of the fishing

erort. Several of the fibheries are rg-ulated and the fishing of some stocks are

limited to specific areas during definite periods of the ycax. Some seasonal

trends in thz fishing activity can however be noted.

6.2.1 Variability

The var•bility will be a function of the variability in the geographic

distribution and abundance of the resources. It will also vary irom year to

year based on the quota allocation and regulatiors ado'pted. These quotas can

vary widely depending on the previous years' fisheries and the new estimates

of the populations.

6.2.2 Resolution Required

The geographic distribution of the fishing fleets on a seasonal basis is

required. Furthermore, separate distributions for the domestic and foreign

fisheries is also required since these fleets usually have very different charac-

teristics as far as size of vessels is concerned, and thus acoustic characteristics.

Although there has been an increase in the number of large CanAdian fishing

vesSels over the years, the majority of the fleet still consists of relatively sma"l

vessels (< 30 m). The foreign fleet for its part is generally composed of larger,

oceanic class vessels (> 30 m).

6.2.3 Data Set

The basic reference used is the Canadian Atlantic Offshore Fishery Atlas

[Scarratt, 1982]. It contains data obtained frow surveillance flights and from
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le mandatory reporting systems. The maps on fishery activity originally

produced have been updated to reflect the situation in the 1990s based on

discussions with researchers and officials of Fisheries anJ Oceans. These data

cover the distribution of the offshore fishing Beet which includes only the vessels

longer than 20 m.

Data quality

Given the highly variable nature of the fisheries. the data show the trends

observed in the last few years, but these could change substantially in the

years to com-

Resolution and coverage

Two main fishing seasons are recognized in the case of the domestic fish-

eries. The foreipg fisheries take place almost exclusively outside of the 200 nm

limit, and thus is localized in the same general area a& year.

Since vessels of less than 20 m are not included, the activity in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence is underestimated, since most of the intensive fishing activity in

that region involves smaller vessels.

6.3 Offshore Petroleum Industry

The activities related to offshore petroleum resources consist of sesmic sur.

veys, exploration well drilling, and soon, production well drilling, oil pumping

and transportation. All these activities are important noise generators.
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Figure 6.1: Drilling activit in the waters .Ifhore ., "founIdtld anJ Laljt•i.t
from 1979 to 1989 itFrom Canaia-Newfoundland Offshore Ptroleum Boari.

1990).

6.3.1 Variability

The oil exploration activity level varies a ic: !rum vear to ,ear aepean-ing

largely on the fluctuation of the world oil market and Cie fo'reast of future

demand. Figure 6.1 shows the fluctuations in drillbng activity that have taken

place in the waters offshore Newfoundland and Labrador ,liring the last ten

years.

The activity related to production, once it has started, should Le somewrwat

more constant.

ts.3.2 Resolution Required

The areas where cd exploration or produdtion is to take pla,•e. as we•U as

the type of activity, its noise characteristics, and the s heduie of work should

ideally be known.
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6.3.3 Data Set

the information on o-fshore petroleum actv'.ity has bf.efn obtained from

the CanaAdiaa Oil and Gas Land Adrnunistration (COGLA) and the GF'fshre

Petroleum Boards of Nova Scotia and Newfount" ,nd. The information reflects

the status of the petroleum offAore industry at the begpnning if the 1990s

Future development t*with the exception of Hibernia) wib depend on the -World

demand for oil and gas

Resolution and coverge

Long term explurati,-:, pudns fre•n each company ,nvnled are nut gener-

any known, and as mentl i ned are •ubject to severaJ e,-,ouonuc Constraints that

cannot be predictrd.. A i resijlt- ihe oata wi' .,nly identfY th,- areas WLerr

explorat-on is likelv to ",kt- pl,.(e 5,mtTetime in the future T'Ie Hib•m.ria •il

production project, for Ahilh rn agxteerrent -t.ween the responible govvrn.

ment agencies anti ,tvelp'rs has Leon rea, heli. is Ios, ntbed. Another project

that ha.s potential for ,i've!opment in the near futire. the Coha.ss.et-P.-iriukr

Project. is also described
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Chapter 7

Acoustics

Shallow water conditions exist for acoustics whenever the propagation is

characterized by numerous enculinters with both the bottom and *he surface.

The acoustics of shallcw water is very complex. and the physical processes

involved are not yet fullsy understood. The compltxity of the prob]em is due

to the importance fcr sound propagation of the surface, voiume and bottom

properties and their high ýpatal and temporal variability

The bottom composition and sonie of its features have been described in

Chapter 2. For practical or tactical applications, these parameters should

however be described in terms of their resulting acoustic effect. Bottom loss

curves, reflectivity and scattering roefficients have traditionally been used to

account for the bottom effect. a more receut trend involves the use of ge(a-

coustic models.

The amoustic properties of the water masses have been partly covered in

Chapter 4 by the description of sound velocity and surface wave distributions,

which have a determinant role in sound propagation. Other acoustic properties

of the water mas" such Ai volume scattering must also be addressed.
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Finally, ambient noise levels and propagation loss characteristics represent-

ing average seasonal conditions in the area must be included in ordtr to solve

the sonar equatior, and predict acoustic detefttion ranges.

7.1 Bottom-Reflection Loss

The acoustic reflectivity of the sea floor is an important factor for the

performance of ASW systems in shallow water environments since it is a dom-

inant factor in the control of the acoustic propagation. In addition, the bottom

reflectivity has numerous and far reaching effects on shallow water avrstics,

it is for instance related to the degradation of towed-array performance which

results from the reflected tow-ship radiated noise and guidance problems for

some ASW weapons. Accu;ate measurements of the bottom reflectivity, or at

least, means to estimate it from known or assurred geoacoustical data are thus

required to be able to predict its effect.

For practical considerations related mostly to the use of ray theory, tl.e

concept of bottom loss has traditionally been used in underwater acoustics to

describe the interaction of sound with the bottom. It is usually expressed in

terms of loss in decibels per bottom bounce versus grazing angl,! of the incident

plane wave.

The basic theory of sound reflection at the ocean bottom uses a model

where a plane wave is incident at a grazing angie 01 upon a boundary between

two fluida of des-ity p, and p7 and of sound speed c, and c2 (Figure 7.1).

The intensity of the reflected wave I, is related to the intensity of the incide, t

wave I, by
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Tronsini tted

Figure 7.1: Reflected and transmitted rays at interface (sea bottom) between
two fluids of density P, and P2, and sound speed c, and c2 for seawater and
sediments respectively. (After Urick, 1983)
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where m = P2/A, and n = c1/c, rBrekhovskikh, 19601.

The resulting reflection loss is a function of grazing angle. and depends

on the ratios m and n. Figure 7.2 shows two types of bottom loss curves

which were obtained using the parameters of sediments found in the area. For

sediments such as the Sable Island Sand (and for most sediments found in the

area), the curve has, in theory. a range of low grazing angles for which total

reflection occurs (grazing angles less th n an angle called tht critical angle,

4o). Soft bottoms such as those of La&Hve Clay may have an angle at which

total absorption occurs (angle of intro-mssion 8,).

These types of curves are however seldom found in real bottoms, since

absorption smooths out the variation of loss with angle thus elrminating, or

obscuring the sharp change that occurs at the critical angle and at the in-

tromission angle (Figure 7.2). Hamilton [19801 fouud that the attenuation

coeflfiact of a cnmpressional wave could be expressed by
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Figure 7.2: Curves of reflection loss versus grazing angle for two fluids sepa-
rated by a plane boundary with (dashed line) and without attenuation ýsolid
line). Curve a) uses Sable sisand Sand parameters for the second laver (critical
angle 0o 1- 35*), and curve b) uses parameter values that could be found in
LaHave Clay (intromission angle 9, z 5V).

(k = A]

where a is the attenuation coefficient in decibels per metre, f is the frequency

in kilohertz, and k is an emitpirical constant for sediment porosity.

In this model, it can be seen that the distinction between h.igh and low

frequencies arises largely from the attenuation of the compressional waves in

the sediment. Generally, at high frequencies (a few kilohertz and above) the

bottom relief plays a domznating role, whereas at lower frequencift, the bottom

composition and its structure become important.

In the cast of low frequency sound propagation. (i.e.. when the dimensions

of the acoustic channel are of the same order as the acoustic wavelengtb),

wave theory is used to describe the acoustic field. Most shallow wtater models
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Figure 7.3: Representation of discrete and continuous normal modes. At fre-
quency 32 Hz (a), all modes reach into the bottom and form continuous modes.
At frequency 256 Hz (b). all niodes are trapped in the water column On this
graph, the bottom surface is at the normalized value of 10 (AfteT Price. 1984).

are thus basd on the normal mode thecry, which can be described as one

representation of the solution of the wave equation with boundary conditions.

The sound energy is represented as either trapped, discrete normal modes in

the water column, or from part of the continuous spectrum in the bottom. The

demarcation between discrete and continuous modes is based on the critical

angle 0, = cos-'(c-/q), of the bottom which depends of the compressional

phase velocity in the water column c... and the bulk wave speed in the bottom,

cb. For grazing angles less than 0, much of the inadent energy (all, if the

bottom is lossless) is reflected, resulting in the propagation of discrete modes.

For grazing angles greater than the critical angle, significant ttaasmission into

the bottom occurs, which gives rise to roatinuous modes fAli, 19901 Discrete

and continuous modes are illustrated in Figure 7.3 u well as the frequency

dependence that also eXists between these propagation modes,.

The model which treats the seabed as a simple fluid layer is often unable to

account for some of the results ohwiprved Treating the seabed as an elutic solid
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Figwe 7.4: Types of wav-es generated by a water wave striking a bottom
modelled u an elastic solid. Characteristi. values of speed and attenuation
for a sandy bottom such as those found in the area under study are included.
(After Urick, 1982)

which permits the inclusion of other propagation mechanisms surh as shear

waves and interface waves (Figure 7"4) often yields better results, but at the

expense of P much increased complexity. The prediction of the lo"s which

results from the bottom interaction in this case. requires a more complete

description of the bottom. and the use of additional geoscoustic parameters.

To further complicate the problem, it must be remembered that the seabed

is usually made of several layers etch of whica have different reflective prop-

erties and vurying thickness. Over the continental shelf, the sediment layer is

gemerafy thin (lets than 100 m) and overlies a rough basement. The bottom-

reected sipa is therefore spread in both azimuthal and dcprreiou angles as

we as in time (Figure 7.5). This greatly complicates the estimation of :he

bottom redectivity and its modelling, since the to" and coherence problem is

not so eaily separated [Spofford, 19851.
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Figure 7.5: Coherence problems associated with the interaction of sound waves
with a rough bottom covered by thin sediments, (From Spofford, 1985).

This constitutes only a very superficial description of some of the more

important concepts and theories used to model and describe the effect of the

bottom. The aim is only to show the complexity of the interpretat:on of the

measuremeats of sound which interacts with the bottom or to predict propa-

gation and reflection characteristics of the sound in this type of environment.

There is a vast literature on this topic. A more thorough treatment of the

problem is contained in some basic references in underwater acoustics such as

Urick [1982, 19831 and Brekhovskikh and Lysanov 19821; more recent devel.

opments are well covered in a SACLANTCEN report by Ha.strup (19891.

7.1.1 Variability

"The problem of the bottom accustic reflecti-ity is thus very complex. This

complexity is due mostly to the high variability of the bottom charactenstics,

an,! i, tLe numerous propagation processes that play a significant role in

shallow water sound propagation. Urick [19821 gives the following reasons for

this complexity"
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* high variability of the acoustic properties of the bottom since it may

change in composition from hard rock to soft mud;

* layered structure of the bottom, with a density and a sound speed that

may change gradually or abruptly with depth;

o the high lateral variability (very digerent characteristics can be observed

over relatively short distances);

o the multiple paths available for propagation; the sound can enter the

sedimentary bottom and be reflected back into the sea subbottom layers,

or be refracted back by the steep velocity gradient in sediments.

Figure 7.6 shows a series of bottom loss curves used for the frequency band

1-4 kHz. They indicate that variations of more than 30 dB can be observed at

these frequencies. At low frequencies however, the bottom loss shows much less

variability than at high frequencies. Near 100 Hz, all measured data have been

found to fall within - 5 dB (1 standard deviation) of a mean value ranging

from 0 to 10 dB for grazing angles from 0 to 90 degrees.

7.1.2 Resolution Required

The minimum useful resolution is at the physiographic province level. For

most of the provinces where the bottom characteristics are highly variable, an

even higher resolution would be required.

7.1.3 High Frequency Data Set

Acoustic bottom loss provinces are usually based on data obtained during

ASW bottom loss surveys. In deep oceans, bottom-bounce echo-ranging sonars

were used and the reflected echoci from the bottom were then analyzed to
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(Figure 7.6) Caois a lcom scured , bycarse whic identify theoyan curjecthat, beto

represents a given area or province. Most of these surveys were completed

by the Maxine Geological Survey (MIGS) and hence province r-bi are also

known as MGS types. The higher the province number, the greater the bottom

loss, Ini areas wheire no measurements were made, provinces are determined by

extrapolating from areas of similar acoustic cha~racteristics such as bathyMetry,

* physiography, and sediment type.

Table T.1 lists the results of some measurements made in coastal waters.

It gi,,es some examples of the magnitude of the loss that can result from the

sound interaction with the bottom.
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"Type of Bottom Number Measured reflection loss (d.B)
of stations 16kHz 7.5 Hz 4 kHz

Sandy silt 3 13 14 14
Fine sand 1 6 3 7
Coarse sand 1 8 8
Medium sand with rocks 1 10 6 8
Rock with some sand 1 10 4 5

Table 7.1: Measu:ed re•lection losses for different bottoum types. Measuremexts
made at normal incidence (From Mackenzie, 1960).

7.1.4 Low Frequency Data Set

In shallow water, especially at low and very low frequencies (less than 20

Hz), the bottom plays a very significant, if not determiaistic. role in &cc-istic

propagation, since it becomes an integ:%l part of the propagation medium.

The reduced attenuation at the lower frequencies results in the transfer of

relatively large amounts of acoustic energy into the seabed [Ali, 19901. As a

"result, the "acoustic waveguide" is no longer bounded by the sea surface and

the sea bottom, but extends to some depth (dependent upon frequency) into

the bottom sediments (Figure 7.3). Shear and compressional wave speeds and

attenuations, become important determinants of the sound propagation. The

determination of low frequency bottom loss provinces thus requires the indu-

awon of additional parameters such as sediment and fock types, the thickness

and shapes of the layers, and the location of any significant reflectors.
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BLUG

In the mid 1980s, the U.S. Navy developed a new methodology for treating

aroustic bottom interaction to support sonar system performp-ce prediction;

it is based on the use of the Bottom Loss Upgrade (BLUG) Program. It was

developed to replace and improve on the old-style bottom loss curves which

applied to a single measurement geometry and were based on incorrect assump-

tions about the propagation path [Monet and Greene, 1985], This database

allows the inclusion of the sediment column into the acoustic propagation en-

vironment.

BLUG is currently used at the Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center

"(FNOC); its use permits an increase in the accuracy of low frequency acoustic

predictions through an improved treatment of the acoustic interaction with

the ocean hoor. This is accomplished by replacing the limited set of bottom

clsses by a database containing a simplified set of geoacoustic parameters

which describes the ocean floor. It results in a more accurate model of the ef-

fect of the ocean floor on both the amplitude and phase of the acoustic signal.

and provides a better response to variables such as frequency, grazing angle,

and location than the earlier method allowed.

Geoacoustic modelling is generally accel as the most flexible and useful

means of characterizing the interaction of sound with the seafloor because it

contains the physics of layer interaction. Given the cor.,plete geoacoustic pro-

file (the depth dependent density, velocity, and attenuation structure of the

seafloor), it is theoretically possible to predict accurately the bottom effects on

the acoustic propagation. In practice, a simplifiLd geoacoustic profile as shown
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in Figure 7.7 can adequately reproduce the major acoustic processes needed

for predictions. This model, called the "thin layer" model contains a thin

surficial layer, a fluid sed.ment layer, and a reflecting subbottom half-space.

BLUG thus defines smoothed vertical profiles of the geoacoustic properties

that produce bottom loss curves equivalent to those obtained from measure-

ments. The thin layer used in this model is artificial, its presence is required

to account for the anomalously large returns measured from some sediments.

The introduction of this very thin layer, less than 1 m, with a density higher

than the sediment's provides the localized high impedence contrast required

to obtain these large returns.

BLUG parameters The BLUG prof.le contains nine parsmeters:

1. sediment sound speed/bottom water sound speed

2. sediment sound speed gradient

3. curvature of the sound speed in the sediment

4, compressional wave attenuation

5. attenuation gradient

6. sediment surface density

7. empirical basement reflectivity to explain the interaction with the base-

ment, the dominant process in thin sediment areas.

8. thin layer thickness

9. thin layer density.
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Figure 7.7: Simplified geoacoustic model used in BLUG. (From Spofford, I9M5)

Work completed by Monet and Greene (19851 to adapt this database for use

in shallow watet environments, ha., shown that the thin layer feature can be

suppressed, since the sediment is deemed too thin to contIn many layers, and

the bathymetry is too variable in range to produce strong coherent reflections.

The thin layer density is thus set equal to the bulk sediment density, and

the layer thickness is set to a nominal small value of 004 m. In addition.

physical properties of the underlyi ig basement (compression&l and shear wave

spted and density of the rock) are used to calculate a Rayleigh redection

coefcient instead of the empirical reflection coefficent indluded in the deep

water database.

Biot theory approach

The geoaconstic properties (sediment density, sound speed and at-enua-

tion) used to compute bottom loss can be derived from physical properties of

the sediments, which are more readily available in shallow water areas, using
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a physic.l sediment model based on the Biot [19621 theory of acous:ic propa-

gation in porous media. The approach requires the division of shallow water

areas into provinces based on water depth, and grain size classes. MoLnelli et

al. [19861 report some prornssing prelirunary results obtained from their mod-

elling work using this method. Future progress should therefore be closely

monitored.

Data quality

The BLUG parameters are developed by trial-and-error fitting to the

bottom loss data. This process is labour intensive and totally dependent upon

operator judgment. Although the final empirical parameters lead to acceptable

modelling of the bottom loss data. they are not, in many cases, consistent

with geophysical data. Therefore, they cannot be used as direct input to

other types of acoustic field knodels. nor can the parameters be extrapolated

with confidence to regions with no supporting acoustic measurements. In the

case of shallow water, where bottom loss ý-annot be measured directly, it is

necessary 'o derive para~metz.s from acoustic data uther than bottom loss,

such as transmission loss or acoustc field intensity ýMoLnell, et al_, 1986;

BLUG was originally designed to support pas!.-vi, sonar in deep ocean

b-iains over a frequency range of 50. lOUt Hz. Its extension to addihional envi-

ronments such as shallow water, entails more than simple database extension.

It requires the modification of the fundamental assumptions in BLUG and the

methods by which acoustic data are collected and procesed. For instance,

thin sdiment in shallow water requiaes the conversion of compressional waves
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to shear waves at the basement interface. One recognized leficiencvy of the Sim-

plified profile is its inability to accurately represent the low frequency Acoustics

of areas with thin sediment cover. In particular the effects of sedimert shear

wave excitation, interaction with the basalt substrate. and scattering from the

rough basement are not modelled •roperly iHooper and Vidmar. 1983!

Coverage

Although the geographic coverage of BLUG includes the North Alar.tic

and its adjacent shallow water areas, the resolution is too low to account for

the high variability of the bottom in shallow waters areas. Further data must

therefore be gathered.

Other data sets

Other data sets are described in the classified annex of this document.

7.2 Ambient Noise

Ambient noise level is one basic value required to deterimne sonar detec-

tion ranges. It is the background against which the target detection inust be

achieved. It is the sum of .ll noises in the water that reach the hbvdrophone from

surces other than the target or ,ther identified contacts. Thert are severml

sources involved: shipping, dnUing activity. Wind waves, precipitation impacts

on the surface, biological nose and ice cracking and colliding. Although most

of the important cha-acteriitics of the production and propagation of noise in

deep water may also be found ir. shallow water, the multiple interaxtions of
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sound with the bottom result in important differences. One dormnant char-

acteristic of shallow water ambient noise is its strong site dependence. Noise

levels depend on propagation conditions, which in turn depend on the sea

siurface roughness, the sound speed profile and on the bottom type.

Measurements on the Scotian Shelf made by Piggott 119651 indicate that as

in deep water, the wind speed influences the noise level over a wide frequency

range (10 to 3000 Hz). A ma.jor difference noted in shallow water is the

different contribution to the ambient noise from shipping, In shallow water.

due to the poor propagation cooditions, distant shipping is not usually a major

source of ambient noise. Onrly the ship traffic in the immediate vicinity of the

receiver contributes to the ambient noise.

7.2.1 Variability

The variability of the ambient noise levels is very high in the area under

study. It is a mixture of noise from different sources such as shipping, wind

and biological activity, and this mixture is highly variable both spatially and

temporally. Shipping noise in particular, shows a much higher varability than

in deep vater, since the distant shipping component that tends to homogenize

the lower noise spectrum over large areas of the open ocean is absent *n shal-

low water due to the poor propagation conditions. Only the shipping in the

immediate vicinity general!y contributes to the ambiert noise in a ýignificant

way.
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Directionality

In deep water, distant shipping noise travels predominautly along the

horizontal, whereas wind-generated noise is more isotropic. There is no clear

pattern of ambient noise directionality in shallow water; however very little

work 1as& been done on this topic. Noise from shipping and some biological

sources (e.g., whales) can be expec*ed to be highly directional on the horizontal

plane [Zakarauska, 1986].

Shipping noise

When present, shipping noise dominate- the spectrum for frequencies up

to at least 300 Hz. Since the importance of both shipping and fishing a-•;.,ities

is subject to large spatial and temporal fluctuations, it is difficult to acquire

truly representative noise data based on samples taken in a given location over

only a short period of time.

Wind noise

Given the absence of distant shipping noise, the local sea surface conditions

and wind cause most of the variations in the noiro level spectrum. Wind

generated ambient noise levels are similar in deep anl shallow water although

Wenz [19621 reports that shallow water levels are in general 5 dB higher,

Infrasonic

For frequencies between I and 20 Hz, surface wa-ves can be an important

noise source since hydrostatic pressure variations proportional to water level
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can be important in shallow water (depth <- 100 m). Nou-linear wave-wave

interactions are also considered an important mechanism of noise generation

from 0.1 to 5.0 Hz (Kipplewhite a.nd Ewans, 19851. Finally, several anxthors

have found some wind dependence for the noise in the range 1-4 Hz.

Depth dependency

Piggott [1964] in his Scotian Shelf study noted that deeper hydropho,,es

had noise levels 2-3 dB lower than shallower hydrophones. Higher noise "evels

have also been recorded on shallower hydrophones at very :ow frequencies (< 5

Hz) 17.1- auska~s, 1986].

Ice cover effect

Payne [19641 observed that the presence of ice cover which occurs over a

large portion of the Magdalen Shallows during winter causes large differences

both to the level and the spectral distribution of the ambient noise. Lower

noise levels were generally noted across the frequency band, but more so at

higher frequencies (> 500 Hz) where the surface wave action is normally a

predominant source of ambient noise. High noise levels were usually associated

with ice motion.

An important characteristic of the ambient noise under ice compared to

open water conditions is the sharpness of the fluctuations ("spiky" nature) &S

-een in Figure 7.8. Distant cracking and breakups appear as low frequency

signals, whereas sharp high frequency peaks indicate the formation of n,'-aby

leads. Sustained increased noise peaks across the frequency band are likely
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Figure 7.8: Records of ambient noise in four octave bands showing the dif-
ference in characteristics between: a) open water conditions and b) ice cover
conditions with heavy ice movement-(After Payne, 1964)

caused by ice in motion. fracturing and crushing 'Waddell and Farmer, 19881.

Under complete ice covet, the spectrum level is only slightly correlated with

wind speed and noise levels tend to be low (up to 20 dB lower than open

water conditions). Finally, the following observations on the variability of

noise under Arctic ice [Steianick, 19871 are likely to apply to other ice cover

areas:

* Rising air temperature - low noise

* Rapidly faihag U*Z temperat ure- high noise

** Continuous ice cover to shore- low noise

* Broken ice at the edge of the Ice pack with wind blowing onto the ice
high noise

* Wind over non-continuous ice cover,- high noise

* Wind over continuous Ice cover - low noise

Propagation conditions

Noise levels are dep>endent upon the propagation conditions, since good

propagation conditions ane&n that the noise from given sources will travel
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longer distances, and more sources will contribute to the overall noise at on'!

given location, In winter, because of the positive velocity gradient, aiupping

noise couples into the water column better and noise levels are relatively higher

than in summer. In summer, a strong thermocline exists at a depth of 25-50

m and consequently, the propagation path is not so favourable.

A statistical analysis of unzder'water acoustic ambient noise levels on the

eastern Canadian continental shelf by Zaka~rausk~as et &1. [19871 drew the

followin~g conclusions:

" It is found that the average ambient noise levels are char-

acteristic of shallow watet areas with high shipping densities, as

defned by Wenz [19621.

The ambient noise levels are higher in winter than in summer,

and higher on the Scotian Shelf than on the rest of the eastern

Canadian continental shelf.

The statistical analysis shows that the ambient noise distri-

butions are sometimes significantly different from a normal dis-

tribution. The year-average and the summer ambient noise level

distributions are skewed toward low values. The winter distribu-

tions tend to be skewed toward higher levels. From the correlation

analysis of the ambient noise leveli and the wind spee~d two con-

clusions can be drawn. First, the noise levels at 30 and 45 Hz

in summer seem to be con, aaninated by non-acoustic noise (dow-

induced) during high wind conditions. Second. shipping noise may

contribute to the ambient noise frequencies up to 900 Hz in winter.

This indicates a very high shipping density and good propagation

comditiou.s
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7.2.2 Resolution Required

The resolution for ambient noise level should be of the same order as

that of the water masses and bottom type provinces since the bottom largely

determines the propagation conditions, which in turn determine the noise level.

7.2.3 Data Set

The main source of ambient noise data for the present areas is the data

gathered over the years by researchers from the DREA Shallow Water Group

in the course of diverse experiments. An analysis of most of the applicable

results completed by Zakarauskas et &L [19871 is of particular interest. This is

an analysis of 14 years of ambient noise measurements at several sites on the

Canadian continental shelf.

In this compilation, four different types of measurements were included.

The first used a hydrophone lowered over the ship's side, whereas the others

used bottom moored hydrophones, and thus were not subject to flow noise in-

duced by the ship's motion at the surface. On two of the moored hydrophones,

the ombient noise level used was that of the hydrophone closest to mid-depth,

to minimize boundawy efects. On the last one, the mean ambient noise spec.

trum from the mid-water hydrophone was used.

]R.msoutioa

The spatial resointion is at the scale of large areas such as the Scotian

Shelf and the Grand Banks; these areas include several types of bottom and

several water mssaes. The tempocal resolution allows the differentiation of two
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seasons, summer and winter.

Data quality

Neither the number of sites, nor the length of the measurements made

at each location is suficient to do a long term statistical analysis. The set

of samples suffers from the following deficiencies and bias: too many summer

measurements, too few samples taken during high wind speed, and the geo-

graphical distribution is biased toward the Scotian Shelf. Several weighting

factors were applied to the data to compensate for the deficiencies mentioned.

The measurements themselves are of good quality and they can provide some

valid clues as to the level of noise that could be present in the study area.

Their value is however limited by the low resolution of the sampling, and the

high variability of the noise. The importance of the acoustic properties of the

bottom was noted, since noise level variations of as much as 15 dB between

sites with equivalent sea-state and shipping density but different bottom type

were observed [Zakarauskas, 19861.

Data Coverage

The Gulf of St. Lawrence. with the exception of some measurements

made in the Laurentian Channel, is not coveie l•lost of the stations were

only occupied for a few days. Frequency coverage consists of seven frequencies

between 30 to 900 Hz. These frequency limits arise from the limitations of the

recording systems used in some c"#%.
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7.3 Propagation Loss

The propagation of sound in shallow water is determined by the water

depth, sound speed profile, the surface roughness, and the seabed's composi-

tion and roughness. The principal difference compared to deep water propaga-

tion is the strong influence of the seabed. As discussed in Section 7.1, shallow

watk- transmission iosses are primarily attributable to the frequent encounters

of the propagating sound field with the seabed. At each encounter, the sound

field may be scattered, it may penetrate the bottom and undergo absorptive

losses in the porous sediment, or it may be converted to shear waves at any

interface which reduces the reflected component in the process. The bottom

structure determines the relative magnitude of these losses.

The sound speed profile in the water column also plays an important role

by rderacting the acoustic energy away from or toward the bottom. In ger eral.

propagation conditions are better in winter, in the area under study, because

the positive sound speed gradient with depth tends to refract the acoustic

energy away from the bottom thus decreasing the losses that would otherwise

result.

7.3.1 Variability

The vYuability in transmission loss caused by the bottom interaction has

bee discussed in Section 7.1. An acoustic signal propagating in the sea is also

degraded by its interaction with the surface and by volume inhomogencities

caused by variations in the temperature and salinity distnbutions. These vai-

atians in tran.smission loss are frequency dependent, as shown by Ali et lI.
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(198•,1 from measurtements in a shallow water environment in the Mediter-

ranean in summer. Figure 7.9 presents contours of measured transmission

lo"s in 1/3 octave bands in the frequency/range plane and reveals the exis-

tence of an optimum frequency range for acoustic propagation. The existence

of this band between 100 and 400 Hz can be explained by the fact that lower

frequencies suffer large attenuation in the bottom, whereas the very high fre-

quences are greatly attenuated by absorption in the water column. Contours

of measured transmission loss in the frequency/time plane also show some

fluctuations. Frequencies between 100 and 400 Hz, and frequencies above 1.6

kHz exhibit more pronounced fluctuations than other frequency bands.

7.3.2 Resolution Required

Due to the dominant effect of the bottom in acoustic propagation and its

extreme variability, it is impractical and futile to attempt to produce examples

of propagation loss for all possible combinations of factors. However, a spatial

resolution at the physiographic province scale should identify the dominant

characteristics of propagation. Temporally. summer and winter conditions

should be covered.

7.3.3 Propagation Loss Data

Propagation loss plots are very important planning tools that provide an

essential element in the solution of the sonar equation, Tetre are two main

sources: theoretical modeLs and actual measurements.
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Fig'nre T.9: Contours of measureii trinsmiision loss in sh4Ilow water in summer
coniditions: a) frequency/range pla~ne.and b) frequc-ncy/time plant. The source
was at a depth of 50 m and the receiver a, 41 m (From Ah et &L., 1985).
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Theoretical models

Numerous models that employ different theoretical approximations to fit

exact theories to real-world conditions exist They are used routinely for tacti.

cal acoustic predictions. Yet, due to the complexity of the problem of shallow

water propagation, they often fall short of predicting transmission loss in those

conditions with any degree of accuracy or certainty. The models generally do

not work equally well for all seabed types: furthermore, even when the model is

reliable, the seabed composition is usually not sufficiently documented (Chap-

man, 19881. Without a specific knowledge of the several variables that define

the shallow water environment, only vague approximations can be obtained.

This therefore limits the use of models in this document.

Propagation loss measurements

Resesrchersat the Defence Research Estabhshment Atlantic (DREA) have

over the years made several propagation lois measurements uver the east coast

continental shelf. Some of these are included in this document an-i its classified

annex.

7.4 Scattering Coefficients

The scattering of sound energy i. caused by inbomogeneities in the trans-

mission medium. These inhomogeneities can be within the sea itself or at its

boundaries: sea surface and bottom (including steep slupes). These inhomo-

geneities form discontinuiities in the physical properties of the medium and

result in the interception and reradiation of a portion of the acoustic energy
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that is incident upon them. The riost important scatterers of acoustic energy

are: pazticks in suspension in the water, schools of fish, air bubbles in the

water, sea surface roughness and sea bottom roughness. Scattering strength

is expressed as a ratio, in decibel units, of the intensity of the sound scattered

by a uzit area or volume, referred to a distance of 1 in, to the incident plane

wave intensity [Urick, 19831.

Scattering is particularly important for active sonar. The total sum of all

the scattering contribution= of all the scatterers is called reverberation. Re-

verberation is often the primary limitation on active system performance in

shallow water and sometimes leaves no opportunities of detection. Measure-

ments of the sratering effect are also often made in terms of backscattenng or

scattering back toward the source. This is particularly useful for a monostatic

sonat.

7.4.1 Volume Scattering

Volume scattering is the scattering that results from marine life, inammate

matter distributed in the sea, air buubles, ,nd the inhomogeneous structure

of the sea itself.

Marine life

in shallow water, fish and other organisms are importLnt scatterers of

sound energy due to their abundance and hence they cause an attenuation of

the trans3mtted sound. The pre-'z-e of 'I- s-.:L; f . stits in discrete

echolike blobs in the shallow water reverberation envelope jUnck, 19831

11!,
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Air bubbles

Air bubbles can be formed in the sea through various processes- air

trapped by the breaking of waves at the surface and then carried below by

turbulence, bubbles generated by the wake of ships, and air within some ma-

rinr organisms. These bubbles will be subject to compression and rarefaction

caused by the passage of the sound wave. The response to that exatation de-

pends on the frequency of the F ind wave and the size of the bibble. The re-

sponse is especially large when bubbles are said to be resona.nt. and maximum

oscillation of the bubble size develops which restdcs in a maximum amount of

ene•gy being extracted from the sound wave Urnck 19331. Given the small.

size of these bubbles, this can be expected to be a high frequency phenomenon

only. It has been observed however that low frequencies can also be affected

due to the 'collective oscillation" of bubble clouds formed in the first few me-

tres of water at the surface This near surface scattenng is usually included

with the surface scatteilng effects.

The intensity of the scattenng as a result of air bubbles therefore is closely

related to the sea stAte observed and the amount of biological activity (presence

of species known to develop gas bubbles of a size likely to affect the operating

frequency). Shipping only has a wocalized impact. No specific source of data

or measurements for this parameter has been identified.

Deep scattering layer

The Deep Scattering Layer effect is covcred in Section 5 4.
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Other scattererm

In the deep oceam, scatterers such a- particles of inert matter in suspenson

(dust and sand) and thermal micro-structure are usually insignificant contrib-

utors to the overall scattering ýUrck 19831 At the mouth of an impcrttnt

river such as the St. Lawrence, in particular at pernods of strong outtluw

(spring), it is possible that large amounts of s'ispen'ied particies are present

and could be significant scatterer3. This would have to be confirmed.

7.4.2 Data Set

Some information on volume scattering and the dlep scatternng laver :s

contained in :he cla.sified annex of th;s document

7.4.3 Bottom Scattering

Bottom scattering is the scatteiing .hat results from bottom roughness

Bottom relief and roughness play a dcrrunant role at freqyencri', above a few

kilohertz eBrekhovskikh and Lysanov. 1982'.

In deep water, the reverberation enve•lupe contain-, a series of sharp peaks

which represent the successive bounces of sound between the surface and the

bottom. As the water shillows, these peaks become crowded together in time

and furm a swoothly decaying envelope Unck. 1983ý In w,.t.r ii•olditon, that

lead to downward refraction such as tho~e fuond in summier, the scatring

from the bottom dominates. When upward refra( tion occurs (winter). surface

reverberation becomi more ir-portant, and the reverberation level lpnds

on wind speed and sea state.
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It has also been suggested that roughness dominates the scattering process

at shallow and steep angles, while sediment inhomogeneity dominates over the

middle range of angles [Jackson, 1983).

7.4.4 Data Set

Over the years, measurements of reverberation and back scattering have

been made over a wide frequency range and for many bottom types. Measure-

ments are made either with directional sinusoidal pulses or with expiosives.

These have shown a good correlation between bottom types and reverberation

and backscattering levels. Bottom reverberation and backscattering is highest

from rock or coarse sand and lowest from a mud bottom Urick. 1982.

Results from a large number of measurements taken around the world are

induded in Part Two. Other more specific data have been included in the

classified annex of this document.
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Chapter 8

Geographic Information

System Application

In producing this environmental guide for ASW in shallow waters, the fol-

lowing dilemma was faced: in order to produce a document that was not too

cumbersome to use, we had to limit the amount of information to a relatively

low level with a low resolution, yet, in the case of shallow water ASW, a high

resolution in the parameters is often required in order for them to be of any

use. Furthermore, some cf the informiation such as the economic activities are

subjet to large spatial and temporal fluctuations and should ideally be fre-

quently updated. Finally, differences in map size and presentation, projection,

and in the placement of plot ocints for the various data sets further complicate

the ability to overlay maps in order to consolidate information and support

decision malang. Theme constraints can hardly be addressed by a standard

form&t guide. New technologies are available to display information more effi-

ciently. Geographic Information Systems (GISs) present a new, more flexible

medium that can handle the vast amount of information and present it at any

resolution level required.
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GISs have become increasingly more important to the ocean community

for the management, analysis and presentation of data. CIS is a computer.

ized database management system for the capture, storage, retrieval, analysis

and display of spatial and temporal data. GISs have the ability to link map

elements to databases which contain descriptive attributes and to perform

"spatial analysis", ie. the exploration of the spatial relationships between

these attributes. Hence a GIS lends itself ideally to this project.

8.1 GIS Selection Criteria

The following criteria for 1IS selection had been defined when this part

of the project was initiated:

"* System based on offi-the-shel.f low cost software packages

"* Capable of running on an IBM compatible microcomputer using an Intel

80386 processor and a 803.97 coprocessor with 4MB of RAM, a 100 MB

hard disk and a VGA colour monitor.

"* Technical support available for data entry and data formatting

"* Deliverable within the time frame of the thesis project.

Besides the cost constraints, the selection of a PC based system was aimed

at maJkng the system easily accessible to as many users as possible. An envi.

ronmental guide must not merely exist, it should be practical, easy to use and

accessible to the widest audience. The idea is to distribute the information as

widely as possible instead of concentrating it into the hands of a few "experts'.
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Shallow water acousUcs is a very compltx subject. li the information is readily

available, the chances of successful operation will be increased, although not

guaranteed.

The system selected is inFOcus, a system distributed by Earth and Ocean

Research Ltd. (EOR) of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, which uses two main com-

ponents, the GIS software QUIK Map and the database management system

FoxPro. The heart of the system, QUIKMap, has been developed by Envirun.

mental Sciences Ltd (ESL) of Sidney. British Columbia. Support is therefore

available on both coasts.

8.1.1 System Functionalities

In addition to the foregoing. the GIS has the following functionaliti-s:

* Friendly user interface using pull-down menus, mouse support, on-line

help and WYSrWYG (What You See Is What You Get) display;

* The ability to present labelled contoured areal displays of the parameters:

* Capable of providing a graFhical display of the param.ieteTs individually

or in any combination of parameters overlaid on the di: play at the same

time;

* All areal displays can include a labelled latitude and longitude grid,

compass bearing, map legends, continuous coordinate display uf pusition:

* The abilty to zoom in or out on all area] plots by specifying latitude

and longitude limits;

e The ability to output any of the displayed plots to a printer;

o Capabe of highlighting the regions within which a parameter or conia,i.

nation of parameters have values within specified limits;
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e The ability to present data on a variety of projections and at standard

chart scales for printer output;

i The ability to obtain a parameter value or a parameter pro.le if availab,e

in the GIS for a specified latitude and longitude;

* The ability to simply input additional data to any of the established

databases. New data may be in one or more of the following formats:

parameter value with latitude and longitude, polygon, contoured diit."i-

bution;

* Translation utilities are also available fur the simple insertion of Auto-

CAD data, Intergraph IGDS data, Canadian Hydrographic Service and

CARIS data.

* Databases in dBase 111. dOase III Plus, Lotus, Fxcel, delimited ASCII

and Standard Data Format can also he used.

8.2 GIS - ASW Application

The application includes the key parameters for the limited geographic

ae covered in this thesis, but is capable of being expanded to include other

Canadian coastal waters and other marine data.

The services of EOR were required as a consultant to prepare a mscrocom-

puter based GIS. Thes services included:

* program modification to provide additional profile and graphical display

capability to standard inFOcus software package to output temperature,

salinity and sound speed profiles;

* digitization of hard copy maps and entry into QUIKMap format.

The CIS application includes the following gev)graphic area and parameters:
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* BoTToM FEATURES

Bathymetry: Bathymetric information for the entire area of interest.
In this application, only the following depth contours were entered

into the GIS: 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 1000 m. Bottom

topography could however be reproduced with a resolution equal to

or better than that found on the reference charts from the Canadian

Hydrographic Service (CHS) Fisheries and Oceans mentioned in

Section 2.1, and thus could provide bathymetric information with

a depth resolution of 10 m.

Sediment Types: Sediment types information as described in the

surficial geology charts from the Canadian Hydrographic Service

Listed as references in Section 2.2

Sediment Thickne~ss Sediment thickness data were extracted from

the study by King et a&. 119851 and subsequent studies for DREA

which supplemented these data.

Physiographic Provinces: Physiograpbuc provinces as defined in Sec-
tion 2.4 are included.

0 OCEANOGRAPHY

- Water Mm fi The application includes water mass subareas cov.

ering the specified area. These subareas are determined from the

Canadian Technical Reports of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences hsted

as references in Section 4.5.

Each water mass subarea is appended with the temperature and

salinity data that dcfines its vertical structure as it evolves through.

out the year (monthly intervais).

- Temperature Profiles: The apnlhcation includes the capability to

display mean temperature profiles with standaid devatious of data
for any given subarea and for any month of the Year in an X/Y

plot format showing temperature/dpth This feature also allows
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the superimposition of several such profiles with mean values and
values at ± 1 standard deviation.

- SaLinity Profiles: Samue as temperature profiles.

- Sound Speed Profiles: Sound speed profiles with standard devia-
tions using speeds as computed from temperature and salinity val-
ues for a given water mass. Sound speed is computed using Leroy -.(1%91

ejuation.

-Waves (Direction and Height): From Mfortsch et al. (19851 for each

month of the year.

-Sea Surface Temperature: From.NMortscb et £1. 119851 for each month
of the year.

*CLIMATOLOGY (From Mortscb et al. [198.51 for each mouth of the year.)

M7

* Average Speed and Direction

* Storm Force Wind Frequency and Duration

-Flying Weather (IFR, VFR)

-Shipping Weather (Visibility)

-Air Temperature

-Precipitation

Iciong

8.2.1 Future Growth Capability

The CIS is capable of being expanded to include as a mijnirntm the foi-

lowing additional parameters.

* OCEANOGRAPHY

-Currents (Mran Surface and Tidal)
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- Water Transparency

- Sea ice cover

* BIOLOGICAL

- Commercial Fish Species Distribution

- Marine Mammal Distribution

* EcoNomic ACTIVITY

-Major Shipping Routes

-Major Ports

-Fishing Zones

-Oil Exploration and Production Facilities

Information update

Another important advantage is the ease of updating a 01S database, since

information updated at a souirce location, could be easily passed to the users

using a modem. For instance, statistics on fish catches obtained from Fisherie's

and Oceans could be updated regularly, giving a more accurate picture of

the activity actually taking plate- Furthermore, there is potential to include

almost "real time" information. since OFAs drawn by digitization using a CIS

at METOC Centre could be passed directly to the users using that %ame GIS

as scoon as they are completed. Agreements with other agenceie such a-s the

Canadian Ice Centre would allow the same type of update fo- sea Ice cover

Present GIS limitations and potential.

Finally, it should be notexi that since the production of a GIS was not

part of the requirements itated by MARCONI, and given the rrsources% and
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time constraints for this thc:si4 project, the production of thiis GIS was given a

relatively low priority. Yet, it is felt that the application developed, although

still limited in scope, clearly demonstrates the potential of such systems for

thie development of flexible, dynamic and powerful information systems fo:

t ASW operatiuns or other operations that use geo-refereneed data. This cpph-

cation should also provide a useful reference point for further evaluation and

development of such a system.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and

Recommendations

This document has reviewed the state of kucvi euge on the parameters

that can affect ASW in the eastern Canada shallow water environment. It

should allow the user to better understand the nature and limnitations of the

data presented in Part 11 and III (Classified). A fair amount of data has been

included, sipveral limijtations or oleficiencic3 of these existing data set must

-'4 however be noted:

SBotto~mfeature. There are still large gaps in the knowledge of sediment

distribution and layer thickness. Further work is required to coruplee the
sedituent type distrihutbuki database over the Grand Banks and the sed.
iment thickness distribution (partic'darly in the Gulf of St. Lawrence)

The geomnaguetlc data presrently avaulable appear inadequate to obtain a

reliable predictsiois of MAD perfornsaice degradation du,ý to geomagnetic

noise.

*Climatology: It has been noted that 1'e marine climatolo~y data in grn-

eral1 suffers from the "fair weather' bias associated with the ships data
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set. This data set is however likely to remain the main source of data

for the near future.

* Oceanography: Although the mean general circulation is fairly uell known,

there are still !arge gaps in the knowledge of the frequency distribution

of current spe-d and direction; this is not however likely to affect ASW

operations in a serious way. There are several gap: in the temperature

and salinity distribution data set, in particular, over the Grand Banks

in winter. Other existing temperature data sets (XBTs and AXBTs)
available from MEDS could however be used to fill some of these gaps

"(This was not done due to time constraints).

E Economic activities: An outlook of the economic activities has been given

. in this document. There are however large spatial and temporal fluctu-

ations in these activities (in particular in the fisheries). The data to be

reasonably accurate should therefore be updated frequently.

o Acoustics: Although a fair arnount of research has been done on the
acoustics of this area, due to the high variabilbty of tke existing condi-

tions and the complexity of the sound propagat'on processes involved,
huge gaps exis' in the data sets. In the case of ambient noise data, more

measurements are required, in particular for the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

for winter conditions and in conditions of high wind speed. More propa-

gation loss measurements are required in order to obtain at least a better

statistical description of the propagation conditions.

Despik their limitations, the data presented fill an existing vo-d In readily

tasable environmental information for the area covered, and should 6, a useful 0

tool for the planning of operations in this area. This document should also

be useful as a teaching aid in the training of personnel involved in tactical

ASW operations; it seems sensible to say that Canadian personnel should be

familiar with their own waters.
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Finally, the following recommendations should be considered for future

development of environmental guides for Canadian shallow waters:

0 As proposed initially, this environmental guide should be extended to A

other Candi~an shallow waters areas (northern waters and west coast)

* This guide should be updated as better or up-to-date data sets become

avaaiable.

* The development of a PC based GIS for environmental data affecting

maritime operations should be pursued since these systems are perfectly

suited for the handling of this type of information. 5 h systems would

also gzeatly facilitate the work of updating the information and could

even allow the inclusion of "real-time" information. As an example. an

OFA drawn on such a system at METOC could be transferred as soon

as it is completed via modem to any unit using the GIS.

The GIS application developed during the course of this project. although

limited in scope, clearly demonstrates the potential of such systems for the

handling of the geo-referenced data such as that included in this guide. This

application should provide a usefu reference point for further evaluation and

development of such a system.
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